NOBLE SAVAGE

We must be more concerned about large rooms full of
intelligent people who think like programmed computers, than
large rooms full of programmed computers that work like
intelligent people.
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FEARS ELL
Mr. Delos sat at his desk,

in front of his sophisticated,

touch sensitive, voice controlable, CRT computer screen. He was
examining a series of graphs; product sales of many of his
advertising agency's largest accounts were on the decline. They
had been that way for weeks.
Henry Delos knew what problem was - SEXSELL had reached its
saturation point - the public was no longer responding to
increased sexual stimulation in advertising, which, over the past
few years, had helped to sell hundreds of billions of dollars
worth of consumer goods to the consuming masses. Sexual
arousement, in advertising, was no longer stimulating that sexual
anxiety which causes people to purchase a specific good in order
to give themselves temporary satisfaction.
For years Henry had been saying, "Get'em by. the balls, and
hold on tight!" But he knew that his grip was loosening; people
were not responding like they used to. Something had to be done
or his firm would lose some big accounts. He did not want to let
his partners, or his clients down.

Henry looked up at the portrait on the wall. It was a
photograph of his father, "Senator" Titus Delos, founder of the
advertising agency known simply as DE&O in the industry.
He was an ugly man with a large round sagging face,

looking

more like an over-the-hill boxer than a successful entrepreneur;
he had thick lips and bushy eye-brows, not the usual Madison
Avenue gleam. Yet, he had created a star company, consistantly
the industry leader, whose effective motto was, "If we can't find
you a market, then we'll create

on~

for you." And whose religion

was scientific management and technological innovation; Henry's
father had been a great admirer of Alfred P. Sloane, and Pierre
S. du Pont.
Henry turned his attention back to the computer.
"Technological innovation," he thought.
He typed, "MARKETREPORT!"
The computer screen glared back at him.

It had become the

center, heart and brain, of the company.
Stockmarket quotations began to run across the busy screen:
••• EXPIRC080 ••• JAMWTR64.75 ••• MIDWDIS63 ••• DIGLOG40 ••• CITYGAS17 •••
••• GENSTAR18.75 ••• AMIINC27 ••• EXXON30 ••• IBM83.25 ••••
The computer system, named DEOOS - Delos, Eros, and Onasie
Operating System - as well as being linked directly to the
stockmarket exchange, was also in line with inventory control
systems at warehouses and supermarkets. Henry could
instantaneously monitor the effects of a campaign on sales of his
client's products, and of course, alter campaigns to maximize
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sales. The supermarket/advertising agency link-up created a
complete and highly efficient behavior control system. When sales
for a specific product dipped, advertisements for that product
were immediately increased in number, or altered to satisfy
consumers' changing desires and perceptions. When sales picked
up, then the advertising campaign was slowed, saving the client
mega-bucks.
DEOOS also took care of acounting, payroll, hiring, firing,
'mailings, promotions, communications, data storage, and a vast
amount of highly sophisticated statistical analyses, such as an
international political assessment report, in mathematical form,
for use in the decision-making process •••• GENETEN37.5 •••
••• CMPDEV37 ••• CYMAT33.25 ••• BRITT25 ••• "Money and marketing make
the world go 'round," often said Delos.
"STOP!" he commanded.
The market qoutations stopped. A blinking message appeared
on the upper left-hand corner of the computer's screen:
I"Don would like to see you down in his office."1
"Thank you. Tell him that I'll be down in a moment!" typed
Henry. He paused, and then commanded, "PHONE!"
The graphic image of a push-button phone appeared on his
CRT.
He touched the special screen with the tip of his finger
seven times, above the images of the appropriate numbers,
initiating a call to Miss Pat Brooks.
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"RINGING!" flashed on the screen simultaneously with the
ringing of his desk-phone's bell.
"Hello?"
"Pat, I'll be a few minutes late."
"O.K. See you soon."
"Right, bye!"
"Bye!"
Henry quickly typed "HANGUP1"
The computer screen went blank.
He typed, "D.B. RM409 AUDIOVISUAL!"
Donald Branch's freckled face appeared on the video screen
situated next to the CRT. His red hair was parted neatly on the
side. He wore thick black glasses. "Don, what's up?"
"I have something very interesting to show you."
"Where is she ••• in the closet?"
"Henry, I'm a married man ••• twenty years. If I had a lady in
here, she'd be on the, couch."
"I can appreciate that Don."
"I don't doubt that Henry. Do you have a few minutes? I have
some films for you."
"Great. I knew something was up ••• No, actually, I'm on my
way to 1unch ••• How about three?"
"Fine. See you then!" he said. "HANG UP!" he commanded.
The screen went blank.
Henry left his paperless electronic office for the busy
corner hamburger joint.
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Pat Brooks, a moist blond, watched her blue-eyed executive
lover enter the crowded noisy resturant.
"Hi honey," she said.
"You look well today."
"I'm charmed ••• as usual."
"Shall we order burgers?"
"They're on the way: medium rare, bacon, tomatos ••• no
lettuce."
"Good, good. I like your memory." Henry took his seat.
"Well?" Pat inquisitively contorted her fluid face.
"Well what?"
"Don't you know what day it is?"
"I always do."
"I bet," she said sarcastically.
Henry presented her an envelope containing two theatre
tickets. "Here you go," he grinned.
DOh yes!" She reached across the table, kissing him On the
cheek. "You're such a doll ••• dinner included?"
"Dinner, of course!"
The waitress, dressed in a standard white uniform, placed
two bacon-burgers, two coffees, and a check on the table, before
running off.
Pat and Henry ate hurriedly, conversing with mouths full,
eyes searching impatiently around the busy hamburger joint.
At three o'clock, Henry was back in his office. Once again
he was interfacing audiovisually with Donald Branch, the
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forty-five year old Irish creative genius with graduate degrees,
from Cambridge, in both psychology and mathematics. Branch was an
Executive Vice President at DE&O, and still on his way up_
"What do you have?" asked Delos.
"Let me fill you in a little first ••• it concerns our
Nu-Clear Beer- campaign."
"I actualy like the pisswater."
Don chuckled. "Well, we had a questionaire filled out in the
Testing Room which revealed, by the usual multivariate regression
analysis, that the viewers were responding positively ••• and this
was sort of surprising ••• to the tatoo of a mushroom cloud on the
arm of the beer-drinker featured in the spot. So, ah, we stuck in
a close-up of the tatoo ••• this here mushroom cloud ••• and the
response was again significantly positive ••• strongly positive •••
enough so that I formed a little team to follow up on the matter.
Well, to make .a long story shorter, we got hold of some films of
nuclear explosions, and made up some new spots ••• and we ••• uh •••
also, on my suggestipn,changed the name of the product by simply
removing the hyphen and putting it all in caps. I think that you
might be interested in seeing this stuff."
"Have you run any tests on the new spots?" asked Henry, not
quite sure why Don was making such a fuss.
"Oh yeah!" said Don like a used-car salesman who was about
to sell the lemon-of-the-year. "I wouldn't have bothered you,
Henry, if we hadn't7 commercial recall was the highest that we've
ever registered, and brand recognition was outstanding: ninetyfive slash seventy-five percent."
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"Well, that's something! I guess I would like to take a look
at this stuff •••• You put any finals in the machine?"
"I made up a little comparison of the old and new spots with
full stats ••• and I put on some clips of those nuclear explosion
films at the end, in case your interested."
"Thanks Don, 1'11 get back to you •••• What·s it under?"
"It should be coming up onto your screen."
Henry saw the program title flashing on upper right hand
corner of his screen: "FEARSELL ••• FEARSELL ••• FEARSELL •••• "
"That's a good one," he said. "You're a pleasure to
interface with. Bye!"
"Bye!"
The screen went blank, then a message appeared:
"Mrs. Delos. on line two."
Henry picked up the phone. "Nancy?"
"Are you still busy tonight?" she asked with a stale voice,
sounding as if she were speaking through a muffler.
"Right."
"I'm going out to dinner with Michael, after my
appointment."
"O.K."
"What are your plans?"
"I won't be in tonight," he said with difficulty. "1'11 see
you tomorrow."
"Oh ••• Goodnight ••• Tomorrow." She hung up.
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Mr. Delos put down the phone, turned to his CRT, and typed,
"CALL FEARSELL VIDEO 11"
The video screen responded with: "Nu-Clear Beer· vs. NUCLEAR
BEER· & Mushroom Cloud Clips."
Henry watched the first spot, subtitled, "SEXSELL:"
FADE IN

MEDIUM SHOT

EXTERIOR

PRAIRIE

The camera closes in on a rugged middle-aged man riding his
horse through an open prarie.
CUT TO

CLOSE SHOT

INTERIOR

BAR

The same man is sitting at a table in a typical smoke-filled
bar. He is pouring Nu-Clear Beer· into a mug. The fizzling sound
of the bubbling beer is heard.
ANNOUNCER
"Nu-Clear Beer·: the new clear beer for the man who likes to
work hard ••• and drink hard."
MAN, DRINKER
The tough man, who has a tattoo on his arm, turns his head,
looking straight into the camera. "I like the taste of something
new •••• Nu-Clear Beer·."
CUT TO

MEDIUM SHOT

EXTERIOR

PRAIRIE

The same man, riding his horse, sweeps up a young blond, and
rides off into the sunset.
FADE OUT
Henry watched the new commercial, subtitled, "FEARSELL:"
FADE IN

EXTERIOR

CLOSE SHOT
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MEADOW

A group of young children are playing joyfully in a grassy
meadow. Their childish voices, then the whistling sound of a bomb
falling,

and cries, are heard.

CUT TO

EXTERIOR

LONG SHOT

HORIZON

After a flash of light, a mushroom cloud rises on the
horizon. There has been a nuclear explosion. The camera wobbles
from the explosion, theri closes in on the devastating shock
waves, and on the chaos that follows: buildings are blown away;
cars melt; a city is destroted; trees are burnt all around an
empty singed ashy field.
CUT TO

INTERIOR

A man, distressed,

CLOSE SHOT

BAR

is sitting at a bar-room table, drinking

from a can of NUCLEAR BEER-. On his muscular arm is the large
tattoo of a mushroom cloud.
ANNOUNCER
"It could happen at any time •••• NUCLEAR BEER-."
CUT TO

INTERIOR

CLOSE UP

CAN

The camera closes in on a can of NUCLEAR BEER-. On the can,
superimposed under the product title, is the image of a mushroom
cloud similar to the one depicted by the tattoo on the featured
man's muscular arm.
ANNOUNCER
"NUCLEAR BEER- will blow you away. NUCLEAR BEER- •••• Itls a
matter of survival."
FADE OUT
Henry pushed the PAUSE button on the video control panel. He
turned to his CRT.
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"STATS!" he commanded.
A series of charts appeared on the screen; the numbers were
unquestionably impressive. Test audiences had responded to the
commercial better than to any other commercial ever tested at the
agency. It was a major breakthrough.
"FEARSELL," he thought.
He typed, "CALL MASLOW!"
A chart representing Maslow's hierarchy of needs appeared on
the computer screen:

*****************************************************************
SURVIVAL NEEDS:

Physiological needs: food,
water, etc.

sex, air,

SAFETY NEEDS:

Concern for physical security: shelter,
order, and stability.

BELONGINGNESS:

Desire for acceptance into a family:
love, affection, affiliation, and friendship.

ESTEEM AND STATUS:

Striving to achieve a high standing relative
to others: desire for prestige or success.

SELF-ACTUALIZATION: The desire to know, to understand, and to
grow intellectually or emotionally.

*****************************************************************
Henry thought about the new commercial.
According to Maslow's hierarchy, it had effeqtively
stimulated the anxiety related to SAFETY NEEDS, and of a,higher
order group, SURVIVAL NEEDS. It aroused the most current fear
about survival: the fear of nuclear war.
"FEARSELL!" Henry exclaimed.
He released the video control PAUSE button.
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He watched a sequence of film clips of nuclear explosions.
He listened to numerous countdowns, and to missles whizzing
through the air. He watched bright flashes, expanding mushroom
clouds, devastating shock waves, and the horrible after-effects.
He had never seen anything so unforgetably magnificent.
The tape ended

wit~

a slow motion close-up of a nuclear

explosion, and a still shot of its beautiful mushroom cloud.
He again called up, "FEARSELLt"
The statistics were inspiring.
He looked at the corner of the CRT where the word,
"FEARSELL," was blinking on and off:
••• FEARSELL •••• FEARSELL •••• FEARSELL ••• FAUSTSELL ••• FAUSTSELL •••
SOULSELL ••• SOULSELL ••• SELLSELL ••• SELLSELL ••• FEARSELL •• ••
Henry looked at the American flag standing in the corner of
his office. America, he knew, was a commercial to the the world.
He wondered what else he could sell with the image, the
mushroom cloud, in

t~e

FEARSELL framework, besides beer.

"Cigarettes," he thought immediately.
"America," he pondered. "Candidates ••• yes, that might
work."
He made a few notes, inputting into the computer's memory:
AMERICAN PRODUCTIVITY BACK ON THE MOVE •••
THE TIME IS NOW ••• VOTE •••
WE'RE THE ONE •••
IT'S A MATTER OF •••
THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR •••
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YES OR NO? NOW OR NEVER? WIN OR LOSE?
FIVE ••• FOUR ••• THREE ••• TWO ••• ONE ••• WIN •••
GOD BLESS AMERICA ••• NUMBER ONE IN •••
RUSSIA •••
NUCLEAR

CIGARETTES~

WHO WILL ••• SURVIVE?
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GREETINGS
"Ah, we've been waiting for you. Welcome! Come on in!
Everyone else is already here. Go into the back room where the
others are waiting! Thank you for coming. Here, let me take your
coat. It's going to be such a surprise; they don't suspect a
thing. Oh, I'm so glad that you've come!" said Mrs. Nancy Delos
with a dry cracked voice. She extended her dysphoric hands,
leaving a cigarette in her mouth, accepting the long dark blue
wool winter coat from her guest. She hung the coat in the hallway
closet. Overwhelmed by mixed emotions, briefly forgetting her
dull and bitter existence, she closed the sliding closet doors.
upon surrendering his coat, Sal Singer, with a half-pasted
smile concealed below an overgrown navy mustache,

said, "Thank

you.". He strolled passed the well polished, museum quality,
American Colonial antique furniture into the back room which was
buzzing with the nervous energy of anticipation. Without creasing
his glossy brow, he grinned his greetings, painfully enduring a
few brief introductions. He wore blue jeans and a blue buttondown workshirt.
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Mr. Henry Delos, dressed distiguishedly in a dark pinstripe
suit, paced impatiently over an elaborately patterned carpet.
His creased brow, and his prominent Greek nose,

jutting

precipitously from below beedy blue eyes, were highlighted by
dark eyebrows, much darker than his silvery white hair. He had
the appearence of a man of high stature, intelligence, and
experience. He was tangled in thoughts of strategy and planning.
He greeted Sal with a quick sarcastic glance.
Sal avoided the group of young women clustered

a~ound

the

canopied four-poster bed. The curved canopy looked like the top
of an old covered wagon: the type he had seen in so many Western
movies. He listened to one verbose woman speak unashamedly in the
presence of Mr. Delos.
"This place is such a knockout •••• Diana lives in such a
small flat.

She never mentioned anything about this.

I can't

believe it; she and Dan always seem to be struggling to •••• "
"Things are never as they seem," interrupted one of the
women.
"No," thought Sal. "Things are never as they seem." He
swayed, lightheaded, as if caught off-balance by a shifting
breeze.
Michael Delos, age eighteen, sat contemplatively in a large
thronelike chair. He was daydreaming about" girls when the ring of
chimes sent a devilish smile to his face; he stood up.
Mrs. Nancy Delos peeped her head through the doorway into
the room. "Hush now, they're in the lobby!" She rolled her eyes
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as she spoke. "Not a sound! Don't forget to use the cameras! I ' l l
send them right on in." Her head disappeared from the doorway.
The door closed with a click.
Sal, Mr.

Henr~

Delos, the teachers, Michael, and the other

guests positioned themselves with their cameras aimed at the
bedroom door. They eagerly awaited the moment to capture their
unsuspecting victims with a barrage of blinding flashes of light.

Dan and Diana entered the elegant elevator operated

by the

middle-aged Frenchman, Dominique.
POop wee gooo," he slurred with whiskey breath eeking
through tobacco stained teeth. "Wee gooo too du parrrty."
The tense couple ignored the incoherent inebriate who sat
precariously upon his wooden stool.
"please don't fight with my father!" begged Diana with large
brown eyes. Long straight brown hair dangled over her shoulders
almost down to her waist.
"The damn asshole always has to have the last word. He still
thinks this whole thing's a big joke. I really •••• "
"That's not true. He's been very helpful •••• Please, for me!"
The elevator lurched to a halt, ascended an inch, and
settled back down.
"Pardon moi. Here wee gooo." Dominique slid open the brass
lattice gate, and then, with a quick jerk, opened the heavy metal
outer door.
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Dan and Diana stepped into the hallway. The elevator doors
crashed shut behind them.
There were only two apartments on the floor:

the one that

Diana had grown up in, and the one inhabitted by the General.
The General, a paralyzed war hero,

spent his life inside his

apartment, in a wheelchair, in front of the mothbox: "mothbox"
being the Delos's word for television.
Henry Delos had long ago taught his family that his
company's researchers had discovered that most people are
positively phototropic. "Like mothes to a flame," he would
poetically say.
The General received few visitors. A crumbling Christmas
wreath, with a pretty red ribbon tied below, hung on his door.
Diana rang her own familiar doorbell.
Nancy opened the door.

"Co~e

in, come in!"

"Hi mom!" She kissed her mother, giving her a loving hug.
Dan, tall and stocky, face hidden behind a bushy beard and
curly golden locks,

stood imposingly in the doorway which was not

much wider than himself.
Mrs. Delos extended her shaky hand. "Come in Dan!

I'm so

glad that you're able to join us •••• I've been cooking all day.
Henry wants to see you two right away; he's in the back bedroom
•••• I·ll be in the kitchen."
"Want some help?" asked Diana.
"Please go and talk to your father! He's been waiting to see
you."
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Dan, apprehensive, followed Diana to the bedroom. "AnDther
evening with the in-laws," he thought.
Diana knocked on the bedroom door.
"Come in!" she heard her father say.
As she opened the door ••••
FLASH FLASH #!@$*1&%!$! FLASH FLASH ?$&*&$%#*@% FLASH FLASH %1*1!
She was thrown backwards by the startling bursts of light,
landing awkwardly in Dan's protective arms.
He froze,

terrified, catching her with a grunt.

""Surprise! Surprise!" yelled the crowd of partyers.
"Surprise!""
Blinded and awestruck, the embracing couple stood
motionless.
"My God!" thought Diana. "I'm still alive." She fell further
back into Dan's arms.
"The quicker I get out of this madhouse," thought Dan, "the
better." He stood Diana on her own two feet.

Michael Delos helped his mother bring out the ornate silver
platters topped with: steaming roast beef, turkey, sweet potatos,
mashed potatos, string beans, carrots, and redolent gravy.
He set the platters on the black marble top of the long
finely crafted antique serving table.
Mr. Delos brought out the champagne and a case of "Nu-Clear
Beer M "

-

the clear colorless beer containing carbonated water,

alcohol (6% by volume), artificial flavoring and preservatives;
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but absolutely no barley, corn, or

rice~

no brewing involved, a

manufactured beer - one of Delos's largest accounts, and soon to
be the best selling beer in America.
Henry opened a few bottles, and started to fill his guests'
glasses. When everyone was adequately provisioned, he lifted his
full glass high into the air. "To Dan and Diana, to a wonderful
year in the wilderness •••• I hope that you find what you're
looking for in the jungle." He took a small sip of the bubbling
liquid.
Dan, responding, held his glass high in the air. "Thank you
for this wonderful surprise. Tomorrow morning we're off to
paradise ••• it's all you who remain in the jungle." He brought the
glass to his lips, gulping the entire contents.
Diana, with tears in her eyes, walked around the room
embracing her closest friends,

all whom she would miss dearly.

"A year in the wilderness," thought Sal as he took a sip of
the sparkling champagrie. He glanced around the room of chattering
people. "Solitude is perfection."
He was interested in the well-polished,. Colonial American
antique furniture. "Break off all traditional relationships;
refrain from dependable or consistent bondings with other
individuals!" His eyes rested on a painting set in a large wooden
gold guilded frame.
The painting showed two men,

in Puritan New England dress,

standing on a rocky ledge, under the bough of a tree, overlooking
a wandering valley stream. In the background, was a soLitary
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black bird gliding in the valley among the rolling misty
mountains.
He approached the painting, noting the little information
card affixed to the lower portion of the frame.
Asher B. Durand
Kindred Spirits
oil On Canvas
44x36 in. 1849
Reproduction
Sal glanced around the room again. There was another
painting on the opposite wall.
Between him and the painting stood the cluster of women
eating, chatting, and laughing.
He avoided eye contact with them by obstinately

stari~g ~t

his immediate destination: the painting which colorfully
represented a rainbow dipping down from the sky into a waterfall
cascading from a long flat plateau. A little museum information
card attached to the bottom of the frame read:
Frederic Edwin Church
Niagra Falls
oil On Canvas
42 1/2 x 90 1/2 in. 1857
Reproduction
The pictures had a peculiar effect on him. He took a long
sip of champagne, emptying his glass.
"Reproductions!" he thought, as he served himself some
vegetables and sweet potatos. "Reproductions of reproductions!"
"Hey Sal!"
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"Hello Michael. I haven't seen you in a while. How are you
doing?" Sal put his hand on Michael's shoulder. He liked
Michael's curly brown hair, sympathetic eyes, and round

fac~.

"O.K."
"Are you working now?"
"No, not yet."
"Still in school?" asked Sal with a slight lisp.
"Nope, I graduated ••• just hanging out."
"Well, you should come down town to hear me play! I'm there
every night."
"The Cave?" asked Michael •
. "The Cave," repeated Sal as he walked off to refill his
drink.
Michael looked around the room.
Diana, his sister, was talking with her friends, colleagues,
teachers from

th~

conversation. "How

public school system. He heard bits of their
c~n

you ••• year ••• sabbatical ••• no conveniences

••• insects ••• country ••• city ••• you so much •••• "
Dan, his brother-in-law, was feasting on a huge portion of
roast beef. Gravy dripped onto his beard.
His father, as usual, was on the telephone. "Lunch •••
tomorrow ••• fine ••• O.K •••• "
His mother was chatting with Sal who drank from a can of
Nu-Clear Beer-.
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Michael continued to mingle. Two hours passed with little
notice.
Most of the guests left the party drunk, and all were sad to
have seen Dan and Diana for the last time, for at least a year.
"Won't you stay for coffee?" asked Nancy.
"No thank you," said Dan. "Diana is very tired."
"No mom. Thanks so much7 it was beautiful. We'll see you in
the morning." Diana kissed her mother, who was on the verge of
tears. "Goodnight dad!" she said.
"Goodnight, I'll see you in the morning!"
Dan and Diana stepped out of the apartment, into the hallway
to ring for the elevator.
The elevator doors slid open, and crashed closed.
Diana looked at Dominique whose red eyes were barely open,
and then at the print on the elevator wall. It showed a muscular
bare-backed man rolling a large boulder up a steep incline. The
print was labeled, "SISYPHUS."
Dominique began to sing:
S'il est bon oui oui oui
s'il est bon non non non
Je boirai si le vin est bon
Diana giggled.
Dan pulled her out of the elevator, through the lavishly
decorated vestibule, onto Park Avenue.
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The cool night air was refreshing. The headlights of cars,
sailing by, left streamers in the air.
They walked briskly to the subway, down the noisome
stairway, through the clanking turnstile, onto the grey subway
platform.
Dan was impressed by the rows of steel pillars on either
side of the filthy tracks: uptown local, uptown express, downtown
local, downtown express. He heard a roar in the distance,

an

approaching rumble •••• TECHNOLOGY - TECHNOLOGY - TECHNOLOGY TECHNO - TECHNO - TECHNO - TECHNO •••• The beaming eye of the
momentous mass of metal approached with thunderous
accompanyment •••• TECHNO - TECHNO - TECHNO - PTHTHTH - CLANK SHSHSHSH - CLUNK - PTHTHTH - SCREEEEEEEEECHCHCH •••• The doors slid
open, and slid closed.
Diana, sleepy-eyed, sat with her head resting on Dan's

~hick

shoulder.
Dan surveyed

th~

newspaper-littered subway car. A bum,

wearing baggy clothing, and shredded shoes, slept in a fetal
position on the opposite seats, under the chaotic graffiti.
Dan read what he could •••• TAKI 183 •••• JESUS LOVES MARY SAVES
SOULS •••• ZUX •••• FANGO •••• SWAP 101 •••• CHAN 99 •••• and scanned the
advertisements for over-the-counter medicines, cigarettes,

job

training programs, and liquers •••• TECHNO - TECHNO - TECHNO PTHTHTH - CLANK - SHSHSHSH - CLUNK - PTHTHTH - SCREEEEEEEEECHCHCH
- door open -

59TH STREET - door close - TECHNO - TECHNO - TECHNO

- SEVERE DROUGHT CONTINUES TO SPREAD ••••
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Dan picked up a section of newspaper from off the seat
beside hia, and read:

t

r

I
t

,

SEVERE DROUGHT CONTINUES TO SPREAD
SCIENTISTS SEE NO END IN SIGHT
INCREASE SUN-SPOT ACTIVITY BLAMED
BY BILLY HEARST
Concern is growing among scientists,
farmers, industrialists, and government
officials that the drought plaguing many
areas of the northern hemisphere is
continuing to spread. Efforts to seed clouds
have helped to bring down a few inches of
rain, but not enough to end what one farmer
calls, "the worst dry-spell since the great
dust bowl."
Hundreds of thousands of acres of once
fertile farmland lie barren as pipelines and
irrigation ditches run dry. Thousands more
acres are being eroded by the wind due to
lack of moisture to hold down the fertile
top-soil. Many farmers are in the process of
applying to the government for federal aid in
the form of technical and economic
assistance.
Scientists from the International
Council of Meteorologists blame the drought
on increased sun-spot activity. Sun-spot
activity, which should be at the lowest point
in its eleven year cycle, is nearly twice as
high as any'recorded peak. Dr. John L.
Winner, President of the council, told
reporters, "Although there is no
established theory linking this increased
activity to the current drought, it is
thought that sun-spot activity does have some
effect on shifting weather patterns."
Dr. Winn~r revealed that his
pulviometers - devices used to measure
rainfall - recorded less than ten percent of
the average annual rainfall in most
drought-stricken areas. "What makes this
drought so peculiar," he revealed, "is that
it is so widespread. Usually, when there is
not enough rainfall in one area, there is too
much in another. Unfortunately, this is not
the present case. All of our stations around
the world have sent in the same fearful
results."
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He put the newspaper back on the seat beside him •••• TECHNO TECHNO - TECHNO -

42ND STREET - TECHNO - TECHNO - TECHNO ••••

He thought about the log cabin in the valley left to him by
his deceased uncle - about having quit his job as a graphic
artist at Delos, Eros, and Onasis - about gardening, chopping
wood, and being alone with Diana in the wilderness •••• TECHNO TECHNO - TECHNO ••• "No more!" he thought. "No more wasting energy
fighting about things over which I have absolutely no control,
over which no one has any control •••• I'm going away •••• Thank
God •••• I'm getting out of this •••• "
Reason, he knew, had fallen down the rabbit's hole, had been
sucked irretrievably into the vortex, and had vanished.

In its

place was an electronic game in which for twenty-five cents, or
for two-hundred fifty billion dollars, depending on your budget
(inflation, interest, and savings), you could attack your
opponent's cities with bombers carrying multiple independent
nuclear warheads, while trying to defend your own cities from a
reciprocal attack •••• TECHNO - TECHNO - TECHNO - PTHTHTH - CLUNK SHSHSHSH - CLANK - PTHTHTH -

SCREEEEEEEEEECHCHCH -

14TH STREET -

the doors slid open.
He pulled Diana to her feet, out the doors, onto the
platform, up the rancid stairwell, into the refreshing cool night
air.
They walked briskly to their apartment building, up four
tough flights of stairs, thankfully opening the door to their own
apartment.
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"Bummer! Bummer! Bummerwummer! How is my poochywoochy?"
Diana received a slapping wet tongue in the face.
Dan scratched the neck of the extremely overweight golden
labrador retriever whose behind was wagging ferociously back and
forth.
"I'm •••• " Diana streched out her arms with a deep yawn.
"I'll take him," said Dan.
"Thanks."
"Let's go Bummer!"
The dog eagerly followed Dan down the stairs, and into the
street. They walked a few blocks to the small neighborhood park.
Dan sat quietly observing: a cockroach crawling along the
deteriorating park bench, a squirrel running up a leafless sooty
tree, a pigeon hobbling near an overstuffed garbage can, a fat
rat running along the gutter into the sewer, Bummer taking a
piss.
He looked repulsively at the wall of surrounding buildings,
and at the endless rows of parked cars. He remembered how he and
Diana had found Bummer.
They had been walking home late one night when suddenly
Diana let out a shriek; she pointed to the gutter. Something was
moving along slowly in the shadows under a nearby row of parked
cars.
At first they thought that it was a large rat, but it was
excessively fat, and did not seem to have a tail. They took a
closer look.
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Diana shrieked again; it was too huge for a rat, and moving
too slowly for a healthy one. "A guinea pig!" she had yelled.
Dan ran, caught, and retrieved the scared tagless puppy for
Diana who immediately fell in love with it. She begged Dan to
keep it.
While walking home, Dan felt a warm liquid trickle down his
chest.
"Bummer!" he had yelled.
And so the dog was named, bearing his branded punishment, a
constant reminder from which he could never escape.
Dan, rising from the park bench, called out, "Bummer!"
He walked home watching, as if for the last time, the
headlights of taxis leaving pleasantly bright trails in the cool
night air.
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AUTOGYRO
At five o'clock A.M. a dream-interrupting alarm
sounded.
At six o'clock, Dan and Diana waved goodbye to their
family from inside a stunning new helicopter; rotor blades
had started to whirl. Dan sat in the front seat next to the
pilot. Diana sat

~n

the back seat with Bummer.

The gusts grew stronger, the beating louder, as the
rotor blades accelerated, lifting the chop-chop-chopper into
the air.
Dan and Diana watched Henry, Nancy, and Michael receed
as the mechanical whirlybird ascended swiftly over the dense
steel and concrete metropolis which momentarily seemed a
small child's papier-mache construction project, a
multi-towered plaster castle encircled by moats, attached to
the outside world solely by the suspended architecture of
spider-webbed bridges.
The mechanical bird flew over: the gridded city, the
netted outskirts, the arterial

h~ghways,

the porous

industrial smokestacks, and the simple Euclidean patterns of
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suburban society.
It whirled over the suburbs, until suddenly, as if
there were an established boundary line, fertile green
replaced dull grey.
Dan and Diana watched through the distorting convex
window as the shadow of their craft passed over: checkerboard farm fields, half-groomed forests, and small white
towns set among the rolling hills.
They were moving west, out of New York, over New
Jersey, to the Quaker State, Pennsylvania, Penn's Wood - the
Keystone State because it is the center of the arch of the
thirteen original colonies - the state first in pig iron and.
steel production, whose bird is the ruffed grouse, whose
tree is the hemlock, and whose motto is "VIRTUE, LIBERTY,
AND INDEPENDENCE."
The pilot, earphones over his blue baseball cap, now
and then examining the chart pinned in front of his eyes,
calculatingly guided the helicopter towards the Allegheny
Mountain Range, a lesser known section of the famous
Appalachian Mountain Range which runs north to south through
the center of the state.
Dan and Diana's hearts began to throb with the beat of
the thrashing rotor blades as the helicopter flew over high
mountains and low valleys, to a remote valley, where a small
log cabin stood next to a field,

and a pond •

•••• CHOP - CHOP - CHOP - CHOP - CHOP •••• The chopper
hovered over the field of tall wavy grass.
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The pilot, questioning, pointed downwards with his
thumb.
"Yes!" Shouted Dan, nodding affirmatively_
The world spun around, as the machine, looping a small
loop, descended carefully, sending waves of concentric
circles into the grass, and out to the edges of the field.
Upon landing, the pilot cut the turbine engine, leaving
the rotor blades spinning in

the~r

bearingless hub. He

hopped out of the machine to help unload his passengers and
their cargo.
Diana, and Dan, along with the pilot, quickly unloaded
the large boxes and bags from the cargo hold. They liberated
the supplies tied to the bottom and leg supports of the
helicopter.
Bummer, tail between his legs, frozen on the ground,
was stunned by the frightful noise and wind.
The pilot - CHOP,- in a hurry - CHOP -

remoUnted the

machine - CHOP - and - CHOP - CHOP - CHOP - took off. He
waved to the couple who stood side by side, with their dog,
on a grassy field, waving their hands in the artificial
wind.
The mechanical bird quickly dis.appeared over the
mountains leaving, in the valley, a thunderous echo which
soon softened and disappeared too: CHOP - chop - ch ••••
Dan and Diana stood silently in the middle of the
field absorbing the scenery, sounds, and scents,of their new
surroundings. Black hawks were gliding in the bright blue
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sky on the breeze sifting through the valley. There was not
a cloud in sight.
The green grassy field,
professional football field,

about the size and shape of a
spread lengthwise east to west

in the valley that ran north to south. The north-western
corner of the field sloped down into a

small pond, no more

than twenty yards in diameter.
Centered on the opposite, eastern end of the field was
the simple single-room log cabin left to Dan by his recluse
uncle.
The field was surrounded on all sides by tall trees:
oak, maple, walnut, hickory,

and pine. A few weeping willows

hung lovingly over the pond.
Beyond and wrapping around the southern side of the
cabin, taking advantage of the exposure, was a plot of land
used for gardening.
On the northern

~ide

of the house stood a little well:

a two and a half foot high stone cylander covered by a flat
piece of wood.
To the south, beyond the field,

the valley disappeared

under the modulating mountains. To the north,

it dipped

downwards a long distance before winding out of sigh,t in
another direction. To the east, rising smoothly behind the
stone chimney standing just above the cabin's obtuse
triangular roof, was a low tree-covered hill.
By great contrast, to the west, towering majestically
out of the valley, stood the bare rock face of a verticle
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cliff - part of a tall mountain of rocky ledges - with few
trees growing beneath its crenelated peak. Most of the
impressive rock cliff was brown and grey, composed of
ancient granite and limestone. But, about two-thirds the
distance up the face,

towards the middle of the precipice,

was a large red patch, where lightning had struck, removing
a generous section of rock, while leaving,

in place, the red

signature of electrochemical oxidation, an evil Cyclopean
eye overlooking the entire Nysean valley.
Dan, breaking his meditation, let out a tremendous
reverberating yell. He took Diana by the hand and ran
towards the log cabin.
Bummer followed close behind.
Dan unbolted the door and stepped inside.
A single shaft of tainted light, polarized by the dusty
window, illuminated the musty room.
Diana's first impression was of cold horror.
An old matress lay on a rusty spring frame in one
corner of the rectangular room. In another corner were piled
tools, ropes, crates, and a broken painting easel. Centered
on the far side of the room was a heavy cast-iron wood
burning stove. A dark metal exhaust-pipe ran precariously up
along the stone frame of the fireplace. On one side of the
stove stood a small wooden table under which sat a box full
of pots, pans, and plates. On the other side of the stove,
old bags and barrels of food, were piled under the only
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shelves in the cabin, on which were lined dusty glass jars,
bottles, and an old kerosene lantern.
Her eyes rested on the unusual paintings that lined the
dark wooden walls of the cabin.
Most of the dimly lit paintings-portrayed the familiar
tree-covered mountains, rocky ledges, field,

cabin, pond,

and valley. One odd painting showed the mouth of a cave with
streaks of grey light emanating from it. strangely, not one
painting showed a bright blue sky. They all contained dark
grey and black overcast; thick shadowy lines made them bleak
and eerie.
"We've got to clean this place up!"
"No trouble. Let's unpack!" said Dan. He watched large
murky dust particles, suspended in

mid-a~r,

floating through

shafts of bright sunlight.
Bummer sniffed around, otitside the house, exploring new
and unrecognizable scents.

Transplanted to their new home early on a sunny day,
Dan and Diana eagerly cleaned, and re-arranged the cabin.
They unpacked their belongings: spices, nuts, dried fruits,
sugar, salt, large quantities of canned goods, bags of rice
and flour,

kitchenware, general service tools, a hunting

rifle, a banjo, an ax, a shotgun, a shovel, garden
utensiles, chichen wire, fishing gear, painting equiptment,
a bow and arrows, clothes, sheets and heavy blankets, day
packs, back packs, snow shoes, a few small traps, and a new
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queensized matress: everything they would possibly need to
survive for a year, alone,

in the wilderness.

Diana, resting, watched Dan - healthy,

strong, and

capable - fix the kitchen-corner shelves. She felt safe with
him. She thought about the first time that she had met him;
it had been on a beach in Greece.
She had first seen him sitting on the sand with his
head between his hands crying. When, on inquiring, she
learned that both his parents had just been killed in a
terrible car accident, she sympathetically consoled him. He
vowed never again to ride in a car, plane, train, or boat;
from then on he would only walk. She asked him how he would
get off the island. He answered,

saying that some day he

would get away from it all •••• and here they were, together,
away from it all.
"How amazing life is!" She thought as she tuned her
banjo. She picked her'favorite folk song:
I've been on top of mountains
And I've been below the sea
If there's one thing I've discovered
Besides what's within me
It's that people are inside themselves
And cannot ever be
until they've been on top of mountains
And been below the sea
Dan finished working on the shelves. He approached
Diana for a kiss. "We'll start fixing up the garden
tomorrow."
"There's not much wood for the stove," said Diana,
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putting down her instrument.
"I'll start chopping wood tomorrow too," said Dan,
stealing a kiss.
They smiled understandingly at each other as they
stepped out into the warm sensuous sunlight.
Dan tackled Diana in the tall grass. He wrestled with
her, tickling her, making funny sounds and faces.
Diana fought back playfully, as best she could. She
tried to bite him, but found her tongue in his ear, and then
in his mouth.
After helping to undress each other, they made love,
which lasted for hours; Dan's back was against the ruffled
bed of grass.
Bummer explored the pond where he drank the satisfying
fresh cold mountain water. Intrigued, he watched a thin
black water snake glide across the surface of the pond into
the softly flowing stream that fed it. He followed the snake
upstream, but was soon only following the trickling water
which led through the woods to the base of the steep rocky
incline from which it sprang and fell. He stood on the mossy
rocks next to a deep round grotto, shaking off the spray as
it collected on his golden coat. Chilled, he ran back along
the stream to the pond, to the field where Dan and Diana lay
sleep~ng

naked in the grass. He licked their faces.

"Bummer!" yelled Dan as he tackled the dog, who for
once seemed to have some energy. They wrestled until Bummer
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was tired and panting.
Diana picked up her clothing, and walked' back to the
cabin where she fixed up the new bed with sheets a.nd heavy
blankets.
Dan started firing-up the wood burning stove. He
searched through the supplies, pulling out an unlabeled
plastic bag. He rolled a thin cigarette. Showing it to
Diana, he claimed, "This is for later."
After an early dinner, the only two people in the
valley smoked a marijuana cigarette under a blanket of
stars. They gazed with awe at the cool boundless universe,
and at the white crescent moon rising spectacularly over the
dark shadowy face of a sheer mountain cliff.
They slept that night, and slept, undisturbed, dreaming
that they were in the Garden of Eden.
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INDUSTRY CONSERVES
Although no major industries, besides
farming, have yet been significantly affected
by the drought, many large manufacturing and
mining operations will be threatened if the
drought continues. Frank Carter, chief
engineer of Mid-Western Engineering
Consultants, Inc., is urging his clients to
implement conservation measures as soon as
possible. "If people plan ahead," he advised,
"there won't be any problem. We worked around
the oil constraint when we had to; we'll work
around this one just as effectively. Solving
problems is our profession."
The consensus seems to be that if the
drought continues, some industries will "have
to scale down operations until water levels
return to normal. There are, though, a few
industrialists who have already acknowledged
the severity of the situation by cutting
production and by urging other to do the
same. No figures are yet available on the
production cuts.

BEAUTIFUL THE WISE
Back in the city, that very same night, Michael Delos, of
medium height and build, with the same large brown eyes as his
sister Diana, and

wi~h

curly brown hair covering his ears,

wandered aimlessly along the flourescent lit streets on one of
his frequent adventure walks.
Letting his eyes, feet, and thoughts wander equally,
Michael meandered past the crowded single's bars, the rowdy
cavelike taverns, and the posh costumy nests, to the quietest,
emptiest, Irish hole-in-the-wall that he could find.

Besides

having a booth in which he coud sit alone, he knew that Blarney
Stone's was good for an inexpensive cold draft, and a sob story,
if he wanted one.
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At his table, after a few sips of colorless beer in a
frosted mug, he pulled from his pocket a small notebook
containing a list of inter-related topics on which to write:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

STARVATION IN AFRICA (MEAT AND POULTRY PRODUCTION IN THE
NUCLEAR ARMS PROLIFERATION
WEST)
TOXIC WASTES AND CANCER
SEX AND DRUG ABUSE
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
THE IRRESPONSIBLE EXPLOITATION OF WORLD RESOURCES
THE DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CRISIS
CONTEMPORARY TOTALITARIANISM (COMPUTORS, MASS MEDIAj AND
MYOPIA OF AMERICAN JEWS
TECHNOLOGICAL DETERMINISM)
DROUGHT

He decided to write something concerning the drought which
had been publicized in the newspapers. The topic had established
an undampening resonance with his intuition. The internal
rumbling, difficult to communicate in ordinary conversation,
found creative expression in another form. A few sips of NUCLEAR
BEERm and he began to write:
The Waterman
The Watchman cried his warning,
As commanded by a sign;
"Danger! Danger! The Waterman is blind,
He can not deliver buckets,
until his horse does f~nd
The lonely path it followed,
The road it left behind.
Who will help him onward?
Who will kneel and pray?
Who will lend a helping hand,
To send him on his way?"
The Watchman sat in silence,
No helper came to say,
"I'm the one, I'm the one.
To help him on his way."
"Danger! Danger! He repeated,
Calling loud and clear.
But no one listened, no one stirred,
All were drinking beer.
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Michael gulped the rest of his cool beer.
One of the old wrinkled weather-beaten regulars, with
deepset green eyes, was reminding his buddy, for the thousandth
time, of all the hardships that he had endured: famine, war,
displacement, back-breaking labor, broken family,

lost love ••• of

the absolute futility of life.
Michael watched the old man slide off his stool, wave his
sagging tatooed arms, and slap his buddy's back. "Ya ondorstand
me friend •••• Godbless ya." He swaggered out into the street,
disappearing into the uninviting grey haze.
There were four other men, sitting on the high stools,
smoking, and drinking at the bar: two facing the many rows of
diversely labeled bottles lined up against the long wall mirror,
one watching the soundless color television, and one staring at
the big round clock set high near the cracked ceiling.
Michael continued to write ••••
The waterman failed t~ appear,
Having wandered off his course.
What arrived in place, empty saddled,
Was, instead, his horse.
A drought ensued, and so severe,
(No tree could grow, no crop survived,
No fish were on the peer)
That everyone went thirsty,
And had to drink his tears,
Until they too stopped flowing,
For lack of watered years.
The Watchman alone survived,
Sipping tea with bread,
Having tucked a good supply,
Safe beneath his bed.
He sat contemplating his creation, when to his surprise, the
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bartender, a large disheveled man who was indistinguishable from
his own customers, arrived with a dripping full mug of yellow
beer.
"This is from your friend over there," he grumbled, pointing
incompletely towards an old man wearing a plaid hunting jacket,
with a visored cap sitting awkwardly on his scruffy head. The old
man winked and turned away to sip his own brew when Micheal
glanced at him.
Michael excitedly chugged the cold beer, slapping his empty
mug solidly on the Formica tabletop.
He tore out the pages on which he had written, stood up, and
dizzily walked over to the stranger who had sent him the gift.
Speechlessly, he handed him the poem.
The old man slapped Michael's back. "Your a good lad me
friend ••• God bless yal"
Michael, turning as he walked out the door, waved his hands
in a large circle, arid started home at a brisk clip.
A company of fire engines, screaming mournfully by, left red
trails in the midnight air. Gusts of wind wafted a cone of litter
and soot, whirling it recklessly around before permitting it to
settle back to the ground. The rows of towering buildings
appeared to Michael as efficiently constructed tombs.
"Karnak!" he thought. "Networks of people, rooms, and •••• "
"You! Hey you!" came a yell from across the street.
Michael watched an agile figure dart quickly across the
abandoned street towards him.
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"Yoffi!" he yelled.

"Wooooooyeah!"

He was in Old Jerusalem, with his back to busy Jaffa Gate,
Herod's Citadel, the three towers - Hippicus, Miriamme, Phasaelis
- watching Yoffi Hacham cross wide Jaffa road. In front of him,
the King David Hotel, Motefiore's Windmill, and the distant
German Colony stood on ancient sun-baked desert hills.
The two boys met with a grab of the arms and loud hysterical
laughter.
"Kiif hallak sachbi? Mah shlomcha?"
"Mabsuut lhamdilla ••• b'seder!"
"Yoffi! It's great to see you, but what are you doing here?"
"Vhat am I, and what are you doing here?"
"I was taking a walk ••• but I thought •••• What are you doing
in the states?"
"I vas just taking a walk like you. What you think Michael?"
"I can't believe it! How long have you been here? Where are
you staying?"
"I just arrived. Maybe I should be here a while."
"I thought that you were in the army."
"Yes, I'm in the army."
"But, then Yoffi, what are you doing here?"
"Illl explain you later. What about you? Have you a girl?
You working?"
"Habibi,

I can't believe that you're here."

"Which way you

going?~

"Let's get some beers! lim not really working •••• "
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Michael and Yoffi Hacham entered a lively pub where they
bought a pitcher of NUCLEAR BEER-. They had not seen each other
in almost a year, since they had parted, the previous summer,

in

Israel.
Yoffi, a native Israeli Sabra, had moved to America in the
middle of high-school; his father had been sent on a mission to
the united States by the Israeli government.
During the previous summer, after graduating, Michael had
visited him, in Israel, for two months: traveling, touring,
hiking, camping ••• having the best time of his life.
Over the colorless beer, Michael told Yoffi, briefly, about
what his sister and brother-in-law had done,

and about his own

thoughts and small adventures. But mostly, he asked questions
about life in the army ••••
Yoffi told Michael about basic training: running for miles
with a heavy pack on his back, training for weeks with only three
hours sleep a night, assembling weapons in the dark, enduring
strenuous survival hikes in the desert and along the beaches the constant physical and psychological conditioning -

drills,

practice, and war games.
"So I took a test and went into the intelligence division •••
that is what I'm doing here; lim here to convince expatriate
Yisraelis to go back to Yisreal. Maybe I'm able to go to the
university next year to have it as my army time but you must not
tell anybody this secret."
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Yoffi smiled his old, memorable, mischievous smile, but
there was a new urgent tone to his speech, and added depth to his
dark Mediterranean eyes.
He pointed his finger at Michael. "You're Yehudi"
"I'm nothing," said Michael quickly.
"What you mean, nothing?" asked Yoffi. "Your mother is
Yehudit."
"But my father isn't, he's Greek," answered Michael. "Greek
Orthodox, I think."
"Greek?"
"Look •••• " Michael responded, counting on his fingers.

"I'm

a Christian for Christ the Lord Our savior, and a Jew for the One
Incorporeal God, and a Muslim for Mohammed the Messenger, and a
clear-minded Zen Buddhist, and a transcendent Yogi, and a Morman,
a Pagan, an atheist, a cOmmunist, an ignorant, a retard,

a member

of a thousand sects, and a million self-proclaimed religions ••••
How do you know which to follow? Which is true? Why they exist?"
"But you are a Jew!" exclaimed Yoffi lOUdly.
"So what?" asked Michael, slapping his hand on the
table-top.
"Your mother is a Jew," said Yoffi.
"I'm nothing."
"No, you are a stubborn Jew •••• That is what you are!"
Yoffi pinched Michael's arm. "You are a silly boy. If.your
mother is Jew, then because of the law, you are Yehud too."
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Michael laughed. He pushed Yoffi's hand away, almost
knocking over the pitcher of NUCLEAR BEER-. "What law?"
Yoffi smiled. "~ewish law."
"But we are not in Israel; this is America and •••• "
"No!" shouted Yoffi. "We are in Yisrael, and Yisrael is in
us. You and I, Michael, are Yisrael."
Michael, smirking, raised his eyebrows, and chugged a mug of
beer.
"Well, we will not go into the whole thing now. You are
still living in the same place?" asked Yoffi.
"Sure."
"I'll call you tomorrow. Next week there is a meeting;

I

want you to come to it. I ' l l tell you more later •••• You O.K?"
Michael, dazed from NUCLEAR BEER-, said, "I'm afraid!"
"Afraid of being Yehud?" asked Yoffi inquisitively_
"No," answered Michael with a burp, "afraid of the drought."
Yoffi and Michael finish the pitcher of beer. Reunited as
friends,

they slid drunkenly into the street, and headed home.

When it came time to part, Michael gave Yoffi a tight hug.
"It's great to see you again. Welcome back!"
"Tov. Thank you. It's good to see you again. We have a lot
to talk about.

I'll call you tomorrow •••• Goodnight! Shalom!"

"Goodnight!"
"Ciao!" yelled Yoffi from under a blue and white awning. He
entered his building, leaving Michael alone in the street.
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Michael ran home, took off his clothes, and lay in bed,
excited, thinking about his eventful evening. He fell asleep with
his hands on his groin.
Early in the morning, he awoke from a strange dream: He had
been wandering in the desert, dying of thirst ••• wandering until
finally, he arrived at an oasis. However, when he drank from the
pool, it contained, not water, but clear bubbling NUCLEAR BEERm.
The sun, rising steadily, threw luminous orange flames onto
the tall buildings outside his open window. Michael could not
fall back to sleep. He thought about the drought, and about
Israel, and wished that he had a girlfriend who would ••••
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NUCLEAR BEERm
Mr. Delos, working late, eyes' fatigued,

sat in front of his

CRT, reviewing the statistics for sales of NUCLEAR BEER m,

sales

that had already exceeded his highest expectations. FEARSELL,
using the mushroom cloud imagery, was a gold mine.
With the DE&O!mothbox!supermarket link-up, Henry was able to
keep the intensity of stimulated fear at the viewing consumers'
optimum level of persuasibility. Too much, or too little fear he knew from the US" shaped graph of FEAR vs. PERSUASIBILITY and sales would go down. He had to continuously stay on the
maximizing saddle-point of the gr?ph's curve.
His own correlation, and sophisticated regression analysis,
had shown that consumer behavior, and perception, .were directly
related to the anxiety evoked by repetitive exposure to the
commercials being viewed.
Henry typed, "CALL REPETITION!" on his computer keyboard.
A chart appeared on the CRT screen:

*****************************************************************
1) REPETITION is necessary to overcome situational distraction.
2) REPETITION enhances the understanding of a complex message.
3) REPETITION moves information from short to long-term memory.
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4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

REPETITION
REPETITION
REPETITION
REPETITION
REPETITION

reduces forgetfulness.
increases the strength of beliefs.
creates new beliefs.
influences attitudes towards product purchase.
can have negative effects.

*****************************************************************
Henry studied the chart, and then typed, "CALL ANXIETY!"
A new chart appeared on the screen:
#################################################################

1) OBJECTIVE ANXIETY: The fear of a real object, person, or
event. i.e. Fear of death.
2) NEUROTIC ANXIETY: The fear of an overwhelming urge to commit
an act threatening or injurious to one's self. i.e. Fear of
desire to commit sexual transgression.
3) MORAL ANXIETY: The fear arising from internal conflict
between restraints. i.e Fear of cheating, lying, or
stealing.
#################################################################

"That's final!" thought Delos. "SEXSELL is out, and FEARSELL
is in."
He ordered work to start immediately on applying the
mushroom cloud imagery, within the FEARSELL framework,

to the

marketing of cigarettes, cars, and political candidates. He wrote
a memorandum to his client magazines and news-papers, advising
them to include more feature articles about nuclear technologies
and weapons. Such actions, he suggested in the memo, would
increase circulation, market reach, and advertising revenues.
"Clear!" he commanded.
The CRT went blank.
Henry left his office, saluted the building's security
guard, and took a taxi to Pat Brook's swank Central Park South
address.
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The lobby was ornately decorated with crystal chandeliers,
oriental carpets, long mirrors, and plush lavender furnishings.
Henry took the elevator to the twenty-first floor, where he
navigated through the narrow maze of dull green wallpaper to
Patricia's apartment. He rang her doorbell.
The door opened slowly to reveal a thousand drams of snowwhite excitement. Patricia, as creamy as ever, was dressed "in a
silky beige gown. Her blond hair was tied back in a bun, fully
revealing her green eyes and soft complexion. Candles were
burning on an elegantly set table, which, located strategically
in front of expansive double windows, afforded a sparkling view
of Central Park and its surrounding city skyline.
"Hi honey!"

Henry kissed Pat on her dewy, heavily coated lips, resting
his hands gently on her billowing gown.
"Evening!" he said.
"Pina colada?"
"Fine ••• you look lovely."
"Thank you."
"The table looks lovely too."
"London broil with bearnaise sauce, broccoli in garlic
butter, and potatos au gratin."
"Sounds delicious," said Henry, takinq his seat at the
table. He gazed out the window at the burgeoning city lights.
When he first met Patricia, in Chicago, he had never, in his
most intricate calculations, figured that he would become so
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intimately involved with her. She had surprised him with her
stark determination, fascinating personality, and other alluring
endowments. Her birthday celebration in New York, had been the
best that either of them had had in years.
In the kitchen, Pat put the final touches on the meal that
she had been preparing for hours. She served it, from a pushcart,
on a silver platter.
At the table, she raised her glass of red wine, smiling
wetly.
Henry raised his glass, and silently took a sip. After a
small bite of the tender thin-sliced meat, he remarked,
"Delicious!"
"I'll remember to thank the butcher."
There was a long stretch of silence.
Patricia began to figit.

She glanced out the window. "I'd

like to. get some things out into the open."
Henry's stomach dropped into the Grand Canyon; his heart
approached the frozen Gates of Hell.
Bearnaise sauce dripped from Pat's mouth. She wiped herself
with her napkin. "You don't seem too enthused."
"What's on your mind?" he asked.
"I'm curious," she said insecurely.
"I suppose we could talk a little," mumbled Henry. "What
would you like to talk about?"
"Gaming!"
"I try to be straight-forward with you," he said sincerely.
He glanced directly at her large breasts.
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"What are you thinking about?" she asked.
"I have few expectations."
"I know, but I have •••• " She paused. "I'm sorry!

I

just ••• I

need to know more ••• something to hold on to ••• some security."
She placed a forkful of meat in her mouth. "How do you get away
with being out all night?"
"How do I keep this secret from my wife?" he asked
rhetorically.
pat began to look interestad. "Doesn't she know about me?"
"Yes."
"Everything?"
"Right."
"I don't understand •••• Do you have a reciprocal
arrangement?"
Henry chuckled.
"Doesn't she mind?"
"I'd rather not discuss her situation."
"Doesn't she want a divorce?" asked Pat. She rubbed her
eyes, smearing thick blue eye-shadow onto the bridge of her
nose.
"I'm not here to discuss my marriage."
"OhIO belched Pat. "Is that all I am, some extra-marital
fling? In Chicago, you were •••• "
"Slow down! You're a little off target." HenrI

pu~

his

elbows on the table. He looked out the window at the crisp city
lights. A soaring jet flashed its red and white warning lights.
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"I'm sorry, but your marriage seems like a drag."
"You have no idea what my relationship with Nancy is
like •••• Please, let's not discuss it!"
"O.K. Forget it!

I didn't mean to push you •••• I

just need

some assurance •••• Coffee?" she asked, rising from the table,
ending the strained conversation.
"Please."
She returned from the kitchen with a pot of coffee, and a
plate full of delicate chocolate-chip meringue cookies.
'~My

favorite!" exclaimed Henry, smiling, trying to lighten

the mopish atmosphere.
She put her hands on his shoulders, and took a deep breath,
gently massaging his neck.
They made love in bed, while showering, and again in the
morning. They drank black coffee, and wide-eyed, left for work.
At his office, Delos was handed the morning paper, which he
habitually read, before proceding with any other work. He was
disturbed by the shocking headlines:
SEVERE DROUGHT EMERGENCY
WATER RATIONING TO BEGIN TODAY
PRESIDENT TO ADDRESS NATION
SCIENTISTS BAFFLED
BY BILLY HEARST
In an urgent session called by Congress,
the President of The United States, under the
counsel of a highly qualified team of
military, industrial, agricultural, and
academic advisers, has declared a national
emergency. The President has called for the
immediate rationing of all the nation's water
supplies.
The House and Senate are expected to
pass the declaration at the crisis-management
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session that is currently in progress. The
declaration, if passed, would make all water
the sole property of the federal government,
completely abrogating state water rights.
Specific guidelines for the production,
distribution, and consumption of all
water supplies are being completed by an ad
hoc advisory committee.
The President is expected to address the
nation on television early this afternoon. He
will urge the public not to panic, but will
warn that national security, and unity are at
stake. The heads of many other countries are
in the process of re-evaluating their own
strategic water reserves. Many nations are
already under martial law, and are
formulating follow-up emergency plans. There
does not seem to be relief from the drought
anywhere.
The emergency production, distribution,
and consumption guidelines will be read on
all major networks, and on most radio
stations, immediately f~llowing the
presidential address. Written copies of the
Drought Emergency Guidelines will be
available this evening at news-stands around
the country. Tomorrow's paper will contain a
special Drought Emergency Supplement
containing a complete analysis of the
drought, recounting all significant
developments to date. The Supplement will
contain the final draft of the Guidelines as
proposed by' Congress, and a survey of
possible future courses of action by the
government.

He skimmed through the rest of the paper. There were many
articles on the drought: an article about the

~survivalists"

who

were arming themselves to fight for food and water when supplies
got low: an article about the numerous religious cults who
claimed that the drought was the work of a God bringing judgement
upon the world: scientific articles about the water cycle,
weather patierns, and sun-spots: articles telling about the
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history of drought in America: and articles about the drought in
other parts of the world.
Henry found an article about the effects of the drought on
New York City_ He had heard the usual conservation spots on the
radio about reporting opened fire-hydrants, and flushing only
once a day, but there was not much that an apartment dweller
could do.
He read that landlords would be instructed to ration the
quantity of water going to the entire building, but that water to
all apartments must remain available.
"Not too bad," he thought. "New York has to be watered."
"SALESREPORT!" he commanded.
A stream of information appeared on his computer screen.
He examined instantaneous reports on all accounts,
discovering that morning sales of beer and cigarettes, the major
accounts, were significantly higher than the previous day's. All
indicators showed that sales were booming.
"This drought may not be so bad," he mused. FEARSELL, with
the mushroom cloud, was selling more of his client's products
than cowboys or little girls ever did."
He sat at his desk, thinking about possible long-term plans
for FEARSELL, NUCLEAR BEER·, NUCLEAR CIGARETTES·, and his lover,
Patricia Brooks.
His mind focussed on Pat's naked bodY7 she had been great!
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GOVERNMENT CONCERNED
Yesterday, agricultural ministers
meeting in Brussels, cOllectively termed the
Drought Emergency, "Urgent!"
with starvation already widespread
throughout the southern hemisphere, a further
cut in food production by northern growers
could have disastrous repercussions
internatonally. The north supplies the south
with almost eighty percent of its needed
grain. If the north has trouble feeding
itself this year, then grain shipments to the
south will have to be curtailed. One minister
put it this way: "Water is the lifeblood of
any civilization. If the drought continues,
and if we don't start to conserve
immediately, and I'm supporting mandatory
rationing in all respects, then we may
literally find ourselves up the creek."
A spokesman for the federal government
said that aid to troubled farmers would be
available as soon as the necessary paperwork
is done.
REVELATIONS
"Good morning Dr. Deusch." said Nancy Delos to her nth
analyst.
"There is nothinq good about this morning •••• You're late
again!" said Dr. Deusch with a staccato Austrian accent. "Please
sit down, or lie down, as you like. We have a lot of work to do
today. Are you feeling strong?"
The doctor, sitting at his large wooden desk, glancing at
his notes, took a quick pinch of grey snuff from a small flat
silver box which he had pulled from his top desk drawer.
"The traffic in this city •••• " said Nancy, distressed. She
lit a cigarette. "I've been through the worst."
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The doctor put down his snuffbox, and peered up from his
notes. "I have the feeling that we are at a turning point," he
said.
Dr. Deusch, round-faced and bald-headed, looked like a
psychiatrist. He was one of the last living examples of that
special breed of Vienese gentlemen who spoke Italian, French,
German, and English fluently; he had also spent years studying
classical Greek, Latin, and Hebrew. He had learned physics with
the fathers of quantum mechanics, and had studied medicine with
the fathers of modern psychiatry. He played the violin
beautifully, preferring the emotional suites of Hayden to the
tightly woven, mathematical perfection of Bach.
He was married once1 his wife had died of pneumonia. He had,
since her death, been involved with a succession of mistresses,
many of whom were prudentially culled from among his students at
the medical school where he lectured on the neurological effects
of trauma resulting from marriage.
If Hermann Deusch had not been a doctor, he would have been
a diplomat, a Shakesperean actor, or a connoisseur of fine wines
and brandies. The image of an other era, he still clicked his
heels together upon meeting, or departing from, a colleague, or
any other socially high-ranking professional.
Nancy layed back on the comfortable reclining sofa, and
closed her eyes.
"How many doctors have you seen before me?"
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I

•

"At least seven."
"And do you feel as if they have helped you?"
"I guess so •••• "
Nancy opened her eyes, glanced at the doctor,
closed them tightly. "No, I still ••

~.I

and then

still have my problems."

She opened her eyes, examining the Japanese print on the wall; it
displayed a simple white waterfall. A small red bird was perched
on a brown twig on one side of the cascade, a column of Japanese
calligraphy was printed on the other side.
"How has your week been?" asked the doctor.
"Not easy ••• terrible,

just terrible: my only daughter left

for a one year sabbatical, and Henry stays out so often now. He
was only home a few nights this week •••• lt·s horrible! I
shopping one afternoon when
don't know what to do.
myself.

I

I

I

saw him with his ••• another woman.

thought about it because

I

I

went home and thought about killing.
I

was so angry, but

know •••• lf it weren't, for the kids, I might •••• I
anything,

was

I

don't

didn't do

just thought." She took a long draw from her

cigarette.
"You didn't try to harm yourself?"
"No."
"What did you do?"
"I had a drink, and went to sleep. I haven't been able to
talk to Henry this week; we're drifting so far apart. He used to
put all his energies into work, and I would take care of •••• Well,
now he puts his energy elsewhere. He's not even in his office
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when I calli he used to be there all the time.

I know that I

can't satisfy his needs, but I have needs too. He used to be so
good to me, to help me, but now he seems to have given

UPi

he

doesn't even talk to Michael anymore."
Dr. Deusch listened attentively, pacing the length of his
office, taking notes, carefully watching Nancy's body gestures.
He found her attractive and elegant. It was a pity, he thought,
that she was not a happier woman. He was fairly sure, though,
that he could help her.
"When I first started having my problems, we were under a
lot of stress," reflected Nancy. "I told him that we would be
better off if we split; I was thinking of him. But I have no
family,

no place to go, so we decided not to do anything until

the children grew up. We seemed to be able to work things out;
time slipped by. It was fine then, but now •••• He still seems to
want the marriage, regardless of •••• We still share the same goals
and valties for the

mo~t

part, but I'm suffering for it. I can't

blame him. It's my fault I •••• "
"That's not true!" interrupted the doctor. "He could be with
you now; he is not. He is not helping the relationship •••• HOw
w~uld you feel

if you had to leave him?"

"What do you mean?" asked Nancy, confused.
"Excuse mel" said Dr. Deusch. "A separation."
"A separation? I don't know if •••• !

can't move out or tell

Henry to leavei I'd rather suffer what I do now than •••• Why?"
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"I am giving you my professional opinion on what I believe
to be the best course of action for you;

I don't speak wantonly.

It is not easy for me to recommend such things.

I believe that a

separation would help you. Henry Delos is standing in the way of
your recovery. But even though there is little reason to change
his life, there is much reason to change yours •••• You could be a
healthy, active woman again." The doctor paused. "Please think
about it!

It would be for the best. Trust me!

I am here to help

you •••• But now we shall change the subject •••• Let's see! ••• You
have been seeing me for over six months, and we have made much
progress; you have told me that you were in a concentration
camp •••• Tell me more about it!"
"Do we have to go through it again?"
"Please, the whole story."
"I've already told you •••• "
"You know my memory •••• "
A series of uncomfortable images flashed through Nancy's
mind. Hesitantly, she began to speak. "I was fourteen when the
Nazis broke into our home. They took me from my parents. I had
never been away from my mother before. It was horrible. We were
sent to different camps; I went to Dachau, but I don't know where
my parents were sent. I worked there for over a year, until the
I

I

Americans came ••• that was on April, 29,

r

well; it was as if the walls of hell were crumbled to release us

I

I

back into the world."
"Were you tortured by the Nazis?"
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1945 ••• 1 remember it

"I don't remember."
"You never told anyone that you had been in a concentration
camp?"
"No, not until Doctor •••• a few years ago."
"So for over thirty years you didn't tell anyone ••• "
"No!"
" ••• that you had been in Dachau? Was it your secret?"
"I didn't remember."
"But after the war you were healthy; you had a normal
relationship with Henry Delos," pointed out the doctor.
"Venice was very romantic ••• I met him there ••• Piazza San
Marco ••• we had a good relationship; we spent a lot of time in the
hotels."
"That was before you were married?"
"He said that he would marry me."
"I understand. Then you went to America?"
"We got married ,in New York. He was very wealthy from his
family, and he was working. I

wa~

so happy. It was all well

until •••• "
"Were you a happy child?"
"I don't think so; I was quiet. I don't remember my father
too well. I was with my mother, helping her in the house: sewing,
cooking, cleaning •••• I hardly ever left the house.

I don't

remember any happiness. My parents were religious, Orthodox."
Nancy lit a cigarette.
"I see •••• But were you happy with Henry?"
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"Yes, very."
"But he is not Jewish."
"No, I left that all behind ••• in the ashes of DaQhau."
"I can understand, yes •••• Who would want to be a Jew after
Hitler? Nevertheless •••• "
"I fell in love with Henry; he happened not to be Jewish.

I

read a lot in Venice ••• religion seemed archaic ••• and he was so
very handsome, my Greek hero. When we were married, it was the
first/time that I had ever been in a church, but I haven't gone
since. Henry's an atheist; he believes in hard work. We never did
any of the ceremonies, and the children have no religious
training."
"But your parents were very religious?"
"Everyone was religious, the whole town was religious."
"Can you remember what it was like?"
"I don't want to."
"That is a problem. Do you feel upset about ••• "
"I'm getting tired." Nancy sat up as if she were about to
leave, then she layed back down on the recliner.
Deusch wanted to penetrate her defenses. He tried to confuse
her by pursuing a different angle. "Your daughter has been very
reb~llious

I
I

,
I

towards you."

"She's still •••• "
"And you have strong Oedipal feelings towards your son,
Michael."

1-

"Strong?"
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At first,

only a few tears fell, but soon after she had

curled into a fetal position, tears were pouring from her eyes.
She cried uncontrollably, whining and groaning, tucking her knees
beneath her chin.
The doctor stood by silently, allowing her to cry. He
professionally observed her convulsive motions:

she put her hands

over her head, sobbed, and sniveled: she was totally overwhelmed
by a lachrymal fit.
After half an hour, he asked her how she felt.

She said that

she was fine, and continued to cry spasmodically for over an
hour. He delayed his next appointment.
When Nancy stopped crying, she lay sideways on the reclining
sofa, facing away from the doctor.
"How do you feel now?" he asked.
There was no response.
"Do you think that you can carryon a conversation?"
Nancy flinched,

~huddering.

"What did you think about when you were crying?"
Nancy hugged and herself tightly, rocking therapeutically
back and forth.
The doctor waited.
"I thought about my childhood, my mother and father,

about

the town where we lived; we were very close to the river. My
father was hardly ever at home, but he always came on the
Sabbath •••• Just after sunset, he would suddenly appear. Mother
would be so hap'py I

and the table set so .beautifully, and the

candles, the candles would be burning so brightly ••• burning •••• We
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wo'uld all sing, and eat, and talk, and sit while my father told
stories about the world, the family, and the laws of •••• " She
sobbed. "I had brothers and sisters. We were together then,
around the Sabbath table, with the candles, and the bread, and
sweet wine. My mother made beautiful blessings. She •••• I loved to
kindle the candles, and my father recited the prayers. He sang
them so sadly, with the candles burning •••• " She hissed with
clenched teeth. "The camps, the Nazis, and the trainride: all of
us stuffed in there like cattle ••• and the barbed wire where they
shot my friends, and those barbaric bastards, those inhuman
slaughterers ••• they raped me, raped me when I was fourteen years
old •••• I wanted to kill them, to burn them all ••• to burn them
all."
"What else?" asked the doctor.
"They took us for a walk in the woods to dig graves. When my
friend and I decided to run ••• they shot at us, and hit my friend;
I stopped to help her. They came with dogs and guns, and beat me.
I can't ••• one ••• two soldiers grabbed me and threw me down. They
beat me, and raped me. It was so horrible •••• I woke up back in
the campi I didn't remember ••• fourteen •••• They put me back to
work. I was a good worker." Nancy could hardly believe her own
words. She could not get the images out of her mind: pictures of
her family around the Sabbath table. Exhausted, she watched the
candles burning - burning inside herself where they had been
hidden as if in the secret chamber of an underground tomb burning like a pillar of fire, ••• until she fell asleep.
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"Good!" thought Deusch. "She could use a rest."
Having completed his excavations, the doctor reexamined the
slender middle-aged woman lying in fetal position on his couch.
He was glad that she had come to him; he had been able to
sympathized with her.
He sat contemplatively at his desk. "It is a shame, though,
that she has had such difficulties, has suffered so much •••• She·s
a fine woman."
Her greying hair, usually set up and back, was athletically
disheveled.
Dr. Deusch took out his notebook, and began to write:
DIAGNOSIS: Complex hysterical amnesia with multiple neurotic
manifestations - Dysphoria, Frigidity.
PROGNOSIS: Alleviation by continuing psychotherapy.
Rx: Benzodiazepine, diazepam.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Trial separation leading to full divorce Continue focus on complex neurotic guilt.
"Yes," thought the doctor. "It would be the best thing for
her. She is still young enough to carryon a normal relationship
and rebuild. She would only continue to suffer mentally and
phyaically in her present oppressive situation."
When Nancy awoke, Dr. Deusch was at her side.
"Did you have a nice rest?"
"Where? What? Yes. I'm sorry for •••• "
The doctor chuckled. "It was fine for you to sleep here:
part of the treatment. I want to see you again in a few days.
Make an appointment with my secretary! And please try to relax
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this week; carryon your life as normally as possible! If you
have any problems, call! You have been through a lot today. Try
to

res~!"

"O.K. Yes," said Nancy,

flustered by the ordeal. When she

rose to her feet, blood rushed from her head; she fainted.
Dr. Deusch took her by the arm. "Take it easy! You'll feel
better in a few minutes. Would you like some water?"
"Yes, please!"
He walked to the cold-water dispenser in the outer office.
It was empty, as was the refill bottle by its side. He approached
his secretary, a small, thin, homely red-head. He spoke to her
harshly. "Why didn't you order another water bottle?"
"I ordered one last week, but it never came. I don't think
that deliveries are being made because of the drought.

In fact,

I

remember hearing something about it on the news •••• All offices
are being asked not to use the service."
The doctor,

frow~ing,

shrugged his shoulders. He removed a

paper cup from the dispenser, and went to the bathroom sink where
he turned on the cold-water tap.
The pressure was very low; luke-warm water barely trickled
from the faucet.
He opened the tap some more, patiently waiting for the cup
to fill up.
He carefully carried the water to Nancy. "Here you go!"
"Thank you," she said, drinking the luke-warm water, and
licking her parched lips. "I feel much better now."
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"Good," said the doctor. He walked her out of his office.
When he returned, he sat at his desk thinking about Nancy, and
about the drought.
Nancy took the elevator down to the lobby, where the doorman
helped her to catch a taxicab home. In the cab she started to
cry; she was thinking about her family.
The cab-driver watched her through the rear-view mirror.
Suddenly, she redirected him. She was supposed to meet Michael
at ••••
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PRAYER AND DANCE
Regardless of sun-spots, economics, and
politics, some people have their own theories
about the probable causes and possible
solutions to the current drought. The Pope,
speaking before a crowd of three-hundred
fifty thousand people, last sunday, in
Vatican Square, said that the drought was,
"the material mani~estation of a moral
crisis." After reading passages from the
prophets Isaiah, and Ezekiel, in five
languages, he called for the world to join
peacefully in prayer and contemplation. "It
is not for rain we wait," he claimed, "but
for the turning of men's hearts towards
God."
Numerous religious cults are convinced
that the drought is the act of an angry God.
They are preparing for the worst. One group,
claiming to harness the true spirit of the
American Indian, is organizing a marathon
rain-dance. Its members claim that the only
way to end the drought is for everyone to
dance until they drop from exhaustion. "When
people make a rain-dance their spirits rise,
and when enough spirits rise, the clouds come
to send them back down in the form of rain."
PROPAGANDA
The meeting was typical of the Delos family. Whenever they
wanted to see one another in private, without distraction, they
would make an appointment to dine tete-a-tete.
Michael watched his mother enter the busy mid-town Chinese
resturant; she looked as though she had been beaten up in a back
alley. He waved, gaining her attention.
She approached him, walking under a grand chandelier in the
center of the large room where mirrored walls were covered with
fancy gold leaf and plush red drapery.
"I'm so late •••• "
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"I was about to leave."
"Do you know how much I love you my •••• " She kissed him on
his cheek.
"Sure."
"I almost forgot about our appointment."
"I have to be somewhere at eight."
"I'm famishedl We can go somewhere else if ••• "
"It's all right if we order now."
Nancy called for the waiter. "We're in a rush," she informed
him.
Michael ordered Hot and Sour Soup, and Buddha's Vegetable
Garden Delight. Nancy ordered Butterfly Shrimp, and a glass of
chilled Chablis.
"What did you do today?" she asked, gazing lovingly at her
youthful son.
"I slept late, read, walked in the park,

spoke on the tele-

phone ••• and here I am with you." He looked queerly at his mother
who was talking as fast'as a prize-winning Triple Crown
thoroughbred.
"Don't,you get bored? You can get a job or take some courses
at •••• "
"No!" answered Michael,

irritated. "1 1 m fine!"

"Do you know how lucky you are?"
"Yes, I know how lucky I am."
"Do you know how lucky I am to have such a gem as you?" She
smiled, reaching over the table to grasp his hands in hers. She
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pulled her hand back when the tall slim Oriental waiter began to
serve their food.
They ate ravenously, and spoke sparingly, while glancing at
other customerr in the resturant.
Michael, wearing wrinkled grey corduroy pants, and a bulky
white fisherman knit sweater, felt awkward amidst the lush, red,
French whore-house decor.
Nancy, thoroughly enjoying Michael's company, sipped her
cool dry white wine.

She began to relax from her afternoon

ordeal.
"Would you like some dessert, or coffee?" asked the tall,
slim, waiter dressed in a white suit, with a grey bow tie. Black
thick-rimmed glasses hid the upward slant of his eyes.
Michael looked sternly at his mother. "I have to go."
"That's fine darling. Go ahead ••• don't be late!" She turned
to the waiter. "I'll have a cup of coffee, blaCk."
Michael kissed his mother on the cheek. "I'll be home
late •••• Thank you •••• Byel" He left her in the resturant.
In the middle of her coffee, she began to cry. She left cash
on the table, including a small tip, and took a taxi home.
Michael trotted down the street toward his next appointment.
Within fifteen minutes he was at the entrance of the building
whose address had been given him by Yoffi Hacham. A young man
dressed in casual clothes stopped him at the door. He wore an
identification badge.
"Vhere are you going?" he asked, as if Michael had no right
to be there.
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"Isn't there a meeting here?" asked Michael,

startled.

"You aren't sure?" asked the guard with a heavy Israeli
accent.
"I came to meet a friend."
"What is your friend's name?"
"Yoffi Hacham."
The interrogator's face lost its tension; he smiled. "You a
friend of YOffi's?"
Michael felt relieved. "Yes."
"What is your name?"
"Michael Delos."
"Michael Delos," repeated the guard. He produced a long
sheet of paper containing a list of names written in Hebrew.
"Delos," he said again. "O.K. You see my friend over there!" He
pointed to a man in the lobby whom Michael had not noticed
before.
The corpulent dark-haired man, blessed with a large scruffy
beard, wore a military uniform. He sat next to a booth similar in
appearance to the voting booths used in government elections.
Michael approached him.
"I'm going to search you. Just a formality. Get inside and
empty your pockets!" The man spoke quickly with the same heavy
accent as the other guard. He entered the booth with Michael. A
curtain was suddenly drawn.
Michael removed the contents of his pockets. He placed his:
wallet, keys, change, and a packet of matches from the Chinese
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resturant, all on a small shelf that was attached to the side of
the booth.
The guard quickly frisked him.
"O.K. You can go now. Take the first elevator to the fifth
floor!" The curtain opened.
Michael collected his belongings, and proceeded by elevator
to the fifth floor. The entire frisking operation had taken'less
than thirty seconds.
Yoffi was waiting for him at the elevator door. With a handshake and a pat on the back, he led Michael to the meeting room.
The atmosphere in smokefi11ed room was exciting. Most of the
people in the room were young men, about Michael's age or older,
and most had dark brown hair. There were, though, a few young
women.
One woman, with flowing red hair, wearing a tan army
uniform, sat, in the middle of the room, with her rump on the
edge of a table on which stood a reel-to-reel movie projector.
She was smoking a cigarette.
Michael caught her eye for an instant, but she quickly
turned her attention to a young man, in uniform,

standing next to

her. He too was smoking a cigarette.
Yoffi told Michael to take a seat; they were going to see
some movies. "I have to help in the back; I ' l l see you after," he
said. He turned, and walked away.
Michael sat down. He noticed that there were few unoccupied
seats.
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A large collapsible screen, and two towering speakers were
set up in front of the room. Two more speakers were set up in
back.
The woman with long wavy red hair stood up and walked to the
front of the room. Still holding a lit cigarette, she began to
speak. "Velcome. We are showing you these films to remind you
~omething

about Yisrael, and about yourselves. The first film

will be about ancient Yisrael. The second film will be about the
thousand years of temple in Yerusalem. The third film will trace
the movement of the Jewish people after the destruction of
Herod's temple. The forth film will show the holocaust made by
Adolf Hitler. The fifth film will be about the independence and
birth of the State of Yisrael. The sixth, and last film will be
about modern Yisrael, and about its relationship to the United
States. Each film is about twenty minutes long. We should be
finished within three-and-a-half hours."
Michael was mesmerized by the female soldier who spoke so
courageously_ She was very attractive, .nd tough.
As soon as she stopped speaking, the projector went on, and
the lights went out.
There were beautiful pictures of shepherds, tents, .the Sinai
Desert, and the Nile River in Egypt. There were informative
interviews with historians and archeologists. The stream of
images flowed swiftly by, crisp sound intensifying the visual
film: Abraham smashing his father's idols, Abraham offering to
sacrifice his son Isaac, Isaac blessing Jacob, Joseph being sold
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into slavery, Moses confronting the Egyptian Pharoh, the Ten
Plagues, Moses leading his people out of Egypt, the parting of
the Sea of Reeds, Moses on Mount Sinai, Joshua conquering
Jericho,

Saul settling on Jebusite territory, the City of David,

the Court and Temple of Solomon The Wise, the Babylonian
conquest, the destruction of the First Temple by Nebuchadnezzar,
Ezra rebuilding the Temple, Nehemia rebuilding the walls, the
Hasmonian revolt, the Maccabean rebellion against Antiochus,
Herod rebuilding the city on a grand scale, the destruction of
the Second Temple by the Roman General, Titus. He watched ancient
ruins in foreign lands: tombs, inscriptions, towers, and walls.
When the second film ended, Michael was lost in thought.
The third film began by showing the movement of the Jews
throughout the Middle-East, Persia, Eastern Europe, Asia, China,
Morroco, and Spain. It was a time of great learning and
mysticism.
Michael felt the'emotional energy surge within as he watched
what he had thought to be poetry and folklore come to life. Each
film expanded on the themes of the previous one, focussing on
great historical events, which were all well-documented by
archeological finds or in carefully preserved literature. He
watched gatherings and expulsions.
He watched Adolf Hitler coming to power: fervent rallies,
awesome displays of military might, and sickening pictures from
concentration camps. He watched trainloads of both religious and
non-religious men, women, and children, transported like cattle,
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from towns and cities, to the death-camps where they were put in
ovens and mass burial ditches - where they were starved, hanged,
shot, and beaten - where they were horribly subject to medical
experimentation and every imaginable degradation.
He watched the British turn back boats of determined
refugees, the growing violence in Palestine, the British leaving
Jerusalem, fierce fighting in the beautiful Old City, terror and
rejoicing, triumph and tragedy, armored convoys and fatal
ambushes.
Tears were in his eyes, his fists were clenched, and his
heart was pounding as it never had before. He watched a barren
desert blossom into a magnificent State of Israel where flowers
grew, and people danced, amidst memorials to the millions
slaughtered, and to five thousand years of living history. There
were Jews from allover the world, allover the Diaspora,
returning to Israel.
He watched film~clips from: the Suez-Sinai War, the Six Day
War, and the Yom Kippur War: Arafat, Husseini, Nasser, aI-Assad,
and Sadat: Ben-Gurion, Meir, Weizman, Eban, Dayan, Rabin, and
Begin: Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Kissinger,
Ford, Carter, and Reagan. There was an turbulent urgency to the
history - a fusion of secular and religious, actual and mystical
- as if it were alive and running, swirling with a powerful
momentum •••• and they were all caught up in it!
The last film ended with a large blood-red question mark
superimposed over an aerial view of Jerusalem.
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Michael lapsed into a cabalistic fit:

for a brief moment his

life seemed absolutely clear. But the peaceful feeling was soon
followed by an intense terror of the impending and unknown
future.
He felt like a messenger, although, he did not know exactly
/

what his message was. He only knew that it was a terrible,
powerful, and divine message of revenge for which all the world
would suffer.
He felt tremendously strong, as though he could knock out
the walls of the room with a single swipe. The energy of a
thousand oppressive ages was exploding in his blood.
The lights went on, and the projector went off. The redhead soldier, standing proudly in front of the room, began to
speak. "The Jew is no longer the isolated coward. Since the birth
of the State of Yisrael, and as he waS three ,thousand years ago,
the Jew is a soldier, an instigator, a courageous challenger who
will use all his brain and brawn, stopping at nothing less than
death, to achieve not only survival, but survival with integrity,
survivial with satisfaction. The modern Jew challenges the world.
In his blood, the power of a suppressed spirit tingles,

an~

boils

with an energy that is subtle, mighty, and in many ways
uncontrollable. The power of the Jew is again let loose against
the world, against the totalitarian state, and against the Nazi
insanity. Let all the world watch out! For The Allmighty is once
again working directly through the Jew to impose His will on the
course of historical events. Ahm Yisrael Chi!"
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When Michael looked up, Yoffi was at his side. "How did you
like that?" the Israeli asked, grinning proudly.
"Thank you, that was great! Where can we go to talk?"
"I can't talk now," said Yoffi. "I have to help clean up.
I ' l l call you tomorrow, Yes?"
"O.K. I'll speak to you tomorrow."
"Tov!" said Yoffi.
Michael stood up, and left the meeting-room in a daze. He
found himself,

in the littered street, with clusters of taxis

sailing by. He did not want to go home; he wanted to walk off
some of his pent energy.
Walking swiftly, he headed downtown.
He passed twenty blocks, in a sweat, before he realized
where he was heading. Ten minutes later he was at, "THE CAVE."
He entered the dark cool jazz bar, taking a seat at the
table farthest from the door. The smoky bar was packed with
people.
Sal was wailing away on his' saxophone. When he blew
forcibly, his eyes closed, his body swayed back and forth as
though he were praying.
Excited, Michael asked the waitress for a mug of NUCLEAR
BEERm. He gulped down half his colorless beer before he was
relaxed enough to sit back in his chair.
The music, alive and refreshing, filled his head. He rubbed
his own neck, trying to soothe himself. He finished his beer and
ordered another.
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I
t

Sal's fingers sailed smoothly up and down the keys of the
saxophone.

I
I

Before the band took a break, Michael had finished his
\

second mug of NUCLEAR BEERm. He watched Sal walk over to a table
where three other men sat. Sal was introduced by one man to the
other two. They congratulated him.

t

One of the men, wearing a red tennis shirt, with little hair
on his head, and a stiff mustache under his nose, said something
that made Sal laugh.
Michael stood, and walked shyly toward the table where the
·four men sat.
Sal jumped up when he saw him. "Michael!" he exclaimed
loudly. He extended his right hand; his left hand fell on
Michael's shoulder. "It's great to see you."
"It's nice to be here ••• great music."
"Pull up a chair!"
Michael, hiding his discomfort behind a friendly smile,
glanced at the three other men sitting around the table. He
grabbed a chair and sat hunched over his arms, elbows resting on
the table.
"Fred, you remember Dan, my friend who took off to the
country; well, this is his brother, Michael."
Michael nodded to each man as he was introduced. They were
all groomed neat and clean.
Pete, who had a sculpted beard, but no mustache, wore a
sleeveless light purple shirt.
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Fred, who seemed to be with Sal, wore a red tennis shirt.
The forth man, who had crew-cut stubby blond hair, wore a
blue short-sleeve buttoned down shirt with the top three buttons
opened to reveal a thick gold chain on a well-tanned chest. His
name was Bill.
Sal called the waitress, "Annie!" Winking at Michael, he
ordered a pitcher of NUCLEAR BEERm.
Fred turned to Michael who was obviously embarrassed. He
pointed to Pete, and said, with an exaggerated lisp, "Helth thuch
a fem that every thirty dayth he hath a nothebleed. He hath a
nathal period."
Pete wittingly responded with exaggerated affectation. "At
least I don't orgasm when I peeeee!"
Michael laughed. He felt a

little more at ease. He drank

until his stomach was numb.
Sal, hot, played another set.
The three men at the table talked almost continuously. "Have
you heard what the Freudians are

saying.~.that

Jesus Christ was a

penis?"
"What?"
"Why do you think they call it the res-erection, the second
coming, nailed on a cross, this is my body and •••• "
Michael sat absorbedly listening to the music.
When the last set was over, Sal returned to the table. He
asked Michael if he wanted to go to a party.
Michael declined the offer1 he wanted to go home.
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Sal offered him a ride, which Michael accepted. He was
dropped at his door.
The doorman sat asleep in his chair.
The elevator man, Dominique, who was at least as drunk as
Michael, started to laugh in the elevator. He laughed and sang:
Je boirai six ou
Une femme sur le
Une femme oui
Une femme non
Une femme sur le

sept bouteilles
genou
oui oui
non non
genou

••• and broke into laughter again.
On the fifth try, he had the elevator level with Michael's
floor.
"Bon Suar!" he said, letting the metal gates crash closed.
Michael simply said, "Goodnight!"
He went straight to his room, turned on his mothbox, and
watched an old black and white movie before falling asleep with
both the mothbox and his clothes left on.
He dreamt that he was a soldier, and that in the middle of
his fiercest battle - bombs exploding all around - he made love
Eo the courageous red-head soldier whom he had seen earlier that
evening. In the distance, on a desert hill, Sal wailed on his
saxophone. Suddenly, a bomb exploded close.
Michael woke in a sweat: he had had too to drink. He went to
the bathroom where he poured forth ••••
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There are four sports that are good for the
Body, mind, and soul:
Hiking,
Biking,
snorkling,
And cross-country skiing.
--D.O.
DIANA
Dan and Diana spent the first few weeks in their new
wilderness home tending their garden which had been left, by
Danis deceased uncle, in chaotic disorder. They worked hard:
tilling the dry soil, removing stones and weeds, making neat rows
in which to plant their seeds.
Arranging rows and patches, according to personal preference
and expected yield, they planted: beets, carrots, onions, peas,
snap beans, squash, melon, tomatoes, eggplant, spinach,
asparagus, horseradish, rhubarb, celery, leaf lettuce, corn, lima
beans, string beans, parsnips, cabbage, peppers, scallions,
parsley, mustard, basil, caraway, mint, rosemary, saffron, sage,
thyme, vanilla, petunias, marigolds, zinnias, forget-me-nots,
hollyhocks, bleeding heart, delphinium, hardy chrysanthemums, and
helenium.
Diana watched Dan, wearing shredded gym-shorts, pull a metal
hoe along the rough barren dirt. His shoulders and arms, reddened
by the sun, glistened with sweat as he worked. His fibrous
muscles contracted and expanded with each creative motion. His
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hair, which fell

unkempt about his shoulders, was already

turning a lighter shade of blond.
She loved his healthy Apollonian body. Often, in a hug, she
would find herself flying off the ground like a little child. She
also loved his helpful capabilities, and his honesty; he never
compromised his true feelings. Nor would he submit to plastic
authorities; a tie, she knew, reminded him of a noose. Most of
all, she loved his gorgeous blue eyes.
Conversely, when Dan was near Diana, he could think of
nothing else; she overwhelmed him. In fact, he was constantly
trying to perform for her. Sometimes, for attention, he would
make a loud noise: a growl, a yodel, or a random cry. Sometimes,
he would act childishly, or as if he were hopelessly drunk.
Usually, he would be thinking of her beautiful body.
He loved her firm legs, funny toes, large breasts, and
tempting lips.

~ut

most of all, he loved the curve of her thigh:

to rest his hand on that sensuous spot which was as perfectly
proportioned as the golden ratio of a Grecian urn.
I

Yet, it was her deep brown eyes that had magical powers. Dan
had often seen what she could do to other men with a glance from
her powerful eyes. It was as if she could shoot opiate arrows,piercing far bellow any secrets, into the dark mysteries of the
soul. Her victims, momentarily, would lose control of themselves;
they would shake their heads, and sway.
Nevertheless, only Dan got the full treatment ••• and he was
addicted to her serum. When they were making love, she would sit
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on him like a tiger,

staring incestuously into his eyes for hours

at a time, gently swaying her hips back and forth.

She was an

uncontrollable fusion reaction machine, an incurable
nymphomaniac. The nuclear radiation of her body constantly sent a
chain of electrons up his spine.
"Can we start planting now?" asked Eve.
"Bring out some seeds!" answered Adam.
"We're going to need these vegies as soon as they're ready."
Diana ran into the cabin, shortly emerging with boxes full
of seeds, pits, bulbs, cuttings, and baby plants. With the help
of a gardening spade, she planted the seeds in rows df holed
ditches. She sang as she worked:
Back against the earth, Stargazer lies
Gazing at the heavens with deep brown eyes:
So many, so far, so long ago!
Dan laughed as he watched her mechanical movements.
"This row is for tomatoes," she said, drilling a sequence of
holes to put the little seeds in. "And this row is for onions."
Dan drilled holes too, planting: carrots, eggplants,
zucchinis, cucumbers, and string beans.
Together, they planted all the vegetables, herbs, flowers,
and grains that they had brought to their paradise.
"What about the watermellon? Did we forget the watermellon?"
asked Diana.
'"I didn't notice any •••• Maybe we forgot them!"
"I'll check the box again."
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I

After a brief search, Diana turned to Dan.
mid-sentence~

that we brought •••• " She stopped

"Are you sure
a horrified

expression settled on her face. She pointed towards the field.

t
I,

Dan turned around expecting to see armed hunters, or a large
grizzly bear. What he saw, instead, was simply Bummer laying
lazily in the sun, chomping on the contents of a plastic bag
labeled, "WATERMELLON PITS." The bag dangled precariously from
his mouth.
"Bummer!" he yelled, charging full speed at the defenseless
dog, grabbing away the bag of moist pits.
Bummer, without flinching,

looked at his master with large

bloodshot eyes.
"If you eat the pits now, we won't have any watermellon
later. Who do you 'think you are?"
Bummer turned towards Diana who had arrived at the scene.
"Don't look at me for sympathy, Bummer'"
The dog looked back at Dan who grit his teeth and growled
menacingly.
Bummer propped up his ears, lowered his head to the ground,
and rolled over onto his side.
Dan checked the contents of the

stic~y

bag.

"There's still

some left," he said. "Let's put them in the far corner so that we
can give them plenty of water without drowning the other vegies."
They walked to the corner of the garden.
"Here?" asked Diana, digging small holes in the soil.
She sang:
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01 ' McDonald had a farm E-I-E-I-O
And on that farm he had some watermellon E-I-E-I-O
with a ptha-ptha here, and a ptha-ptha there
Here a ptha, there a ptha, everywhere a ptha-ptha
01 ' McDonald had a farm E-I-E-I-O
Dan glanced at her, the cabin, the trees, the mountains, and
the sky. He felt satisfied with everything around

him: no tall

sooty buildings or rusty abandoned carsl
"There's something else that we have to plant," he said
playfully.
IIWhat ' s that?1I
IIGanja!1I he shouted. IIWe should put some here, and some
there,ll he pointed to the field,

"and some in the forest just to

see what happens. 1I
"What do we have?1I asked Diana curiously.
IILet's see," he mused. IIWe have cannabis Hawaiian,
californian, Mexican, and Columbian ••• and the more we smoke, the
more seeds we'll have t6 plant!1I
He produced a thin tightly rolled marijuana cigarette, and a
pack of matches from his pocket. "THE CAVE," was printed in large
black block letters on the white matchbook cover. Beneath the
print was the profile of a golden saxaphone.
"Sal," he thought

~s

he lit the joint. He took a few hits

before passing it to Diana, who sang:
Up on the hill, Stargazer stands
Head in the clouds, dirt in his hands:
So soft, so high, so free!
Dan stood, stretching in the sun.
Diana, yawning, passed the cigarette back to Dan. She spread
her legs apart, letting her body fall forward until her hands
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pressed flat against the dirt. Her long hair fell to the ground.
She held her position for a few minutes while making small
circles in the air with her head.
Dan, finishing the joint, walked through the field to the
pond.
As he approached the edge of the water, a frog leaped,
disappearing into the murky mud bottom. A light breeze blew
ripples across the surface.
He stepped forward,

immersing his bare feet into the cold

viscous mud. Looking down at the water, he could see the
reflection of white cumulus clouds floating effortlessly in the
bright blue sky. He shivered.
A small black water-snake, head propped slightly above the
water's surface, wriggled silently across the pond torwards the
stream that fed it. A swarm of quivering gnats hovered over the
reeds, by the

~dge

of the pond, under a tall weeping

willo~

whose

long leafy strands fell carelessly into the water.
He watched the black snake glide through the reflection of
white clouds. Simultaneously, a shadow passed through the
reflection. He glanced upwards to see a black hawk gliding high
above the valley. It soared with spread wings, in great sweeping
semicircles, underneath the glowing blue sky. For a moment, Dan
was telepathically looking down at the trees in the valley. Then,
the.

b~rd,

and his telepathic view, disappeared behind the ominous

mountains.
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Humbly, Dan stared at the

~ocky

ledges of the bare-faced

cliff. His attention focussed on the red Cyclopean eye presiding
portentously over the valley. It seemed to be falling over
him ••• falling ••• he fell back onto the ground. His hands clutched
the cool leathery grass. He gazed up at the immense clouds
hovering overhead. "Magic!" he thought. "All magic!" He closed
his eyes and drifted away on a raft of ideas.
Diana, after an hour, was still in the garden stretching,
and listening to the breeze. She was exorcizing all the residue
city-tension from her body.
Thirsty, she strolled over to the well: a cylander of thick
grey stone topped by a flat rectangular piece of wood. An old
wooden bucket, with its thin wire handle tied to a strong hemp
rope, was propped on an iron ring-bolt protruding from one of the
thick grey stones.
She removed the wooden lid, gazing down into the dank
darkness. Carefully, she lowered the bucket until it hit ••••
"The bottom?" she asked herself,

jiggling the rope. She

listened for a splash, but all that she heard was a thud. She
retrieved the empty bucket.
"But yesterday ••• " she thought as she entered the cabin,
"Illl have to get some water from the pond."
She played her banjo for a while, and then set a up a virgin
canvas on her easel.
"Tomorrow," she thought, "Illl start to paint."
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"Big day today!" announced Dan as he popped out of bed.
Diana, he saw, was already up, sitting by the window, painting.
"Hello," he said.
"Good morning hunk," she said without interrupting her
expressive brush strokes. "I'm taking advantage of the morning
light."
Dan donned long jeans and a red flannel shirt.
"Da, datU he sang, clownishly presenting himself to Diana.
"Why are you bothering me?" she asked.
"You've got to stop."
"What?"
"Painting."
"No!"
"We've got to go hunting! Do you want to eat?"
"Why? We'll eat lat~r. What's with you? I'm busy." She
turned abruptly to the easel, flinging her hair over her
shoulder.
"Hey baby, this ain't no free-lunch public school."
"I'm not going hunting!" she said stubbornly. "Besides, you
know that I'm a vegetarian."
"I don't see you chewing any bark. We discussed this before,
and you agreed that we're going to have to eat some meat. The
garden will take a while ••• and I'm already sick of canned beans,
nuts, and dried fruit."
"By the way,

in case you didn't notice, the well is dry."
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"Come on, get moving, pack lunch! We've got to catch some
rabbits, you know ••• helps reduce the population."
"I don't want to go hunting!"
Dan menacingly placed his hands in the air,

near Diana's

neck, as though he were going to strangle her. "1 1 m going to eat
you," he threatened.
Diana cringed. "I'm not going!"
Dan growled like a bear, flexing his powerful muscles.
"Do I have to?" she asked, knowing the answer.
"I'm taking the rifle, you take the bow!"
"Echchch," she chortled.
"It's got to be done."
"But I don't •••• "
"Now that that's settled •••• " Dan interrupted, leaping
suddenly at her. "I'm going to eat you anyway!"
Diana jumped dexterously from her seat.
Dan crashed over'the wooden stool, knocking himself, and the
easel,

to the floor.

Diana sighed. "You clean up, and I ' l l fix lunch!"
Bummer approached Dan, sniffing around the scene of the
accident.
"Bummer!" he yelled, but it was too late; the dog's nose
swept through a glob of green paint.
Dan jumped

~o

his feet,

looking down at his overweight

golden labrador retriever with an oily green nose.

He laughed.

"Rudolph, the green-nosed lab!" He whinced as he felt the pain in
his shins. "Bummer!" he mumbled to himself.
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Diana prepared lunch while Dan cleaned up the mess that he
had made.

Soon, they were both ready to leave.

Dan shouldered his hunting rifle, and the day-pack full of
food.

He handed Diana her bow, and arrows.
They walked, with Bummer, randomly into the woods, keeping

their eyes and ears open for signs of prey. They walked for hours
without seeing a single rabbit.
The woods, they noticed, were peculiarly crisp and dry;
twigs and leaves crackled beneath their feet. They stopped for
lUnch in a shady patch of browning ferns, near a dry stream bed.
After a brief rest, for digestion, they resumed their hunt,
heading slowly back torwards the cabin. But their luck did not
improve.
"I give up," said Diana.
"I guess we can call it a day," agreed Dan. "We'll try again
tomorrow."
Diana reached into the day-pack, liberating a fat joint, and
a pack of matches.
They smoked as they strolled through the woods, getting
thoroughly

into~icated

from the narcotic weed.

By chance, they came upon the grotto at the bottom of the
bare-faced cliff. They stood on mossy rocks, watching the cascade
fall playfully from the ledges above. They listened to the soft
hiss, trickle, and plop.
Diana instinctively started to climb up the slippery rocks
which formed a natural, moss-covered,
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stone stairway.

"Be careful!" warned Dan.
She disappeared onto a high ledge.
"Come up here!" she yelled. "There's a spring!"
Dan nervously climbed the moss-covered rocks, slipping more
than once. Finally, he reached Diana, who stood in the narrow
mouth of the cave from which the waterfall sprang.
Dan turned around. He could see across the entire

vall~y,

but he was too low to see his cabin or the field.
Diana bravely disappear into the cave. Dan followed,
squeezing with difficulty through the narrow entrance.
water dripped onto their heads from the low verdent ceiling.
A shallow glassy pool, barely lit by the outside light, covered
most of the floor of the cave which was at least as big as a
large closet. An acrid gasseous odor pervaded the heavy damp
air.
Diana lapsed into a very strange dream:
she was running

throu~h

She imagined that

the woods. She came to a cave, and gave

birth, in the cave, to a baby boy. She tried to teach him, but as
he grew, he grew wild. One day, after eating a raw bloody rabbit,
he tackled and raped her, running off into the woods never to be
seen again.
Dan, hypnotized, saw his own reflection in the glassy pool.
He looked himself in the eye, suddenly seeing a bright bouncing
.
.
ball of light. He felt a terrible pain in his chest. Then,
falling,

he saw blackness.
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They both heard the crying, heard Bummer crying below. Dazed
and confused, they climbed down the mossy ledges, to the grotto
at the base of the wonderful waterfall. With Bummer, they
followed the trickling stream back towards their home.
Suddenly, Diana darted forward,

leaping through the woods.

Dan, watching her flash in and out among the trees. He ran
after her, Bummer following close behind.
When she arrived at the field,

she dropped to the ground.

Dan, a second later, rolled on top of her, sweating and
breathing deeply.
She felt the bulge in his pants, and laughingly took them
off. She brought her mouth to his throbbing shaft, tonguing it
gently, until he groaned, writhing from side to side, pressing
his hands hard against her head.
His eyes, when open, saw wonderful clouds, mountains, and
trees. He felt her finger playing just inside his anus.

In

ecstacy, he thrust into her mouth, sending Old

gushing

Fa~thful

down her throat.
She skillfully kept him hard, using her tongue and fingers,
until her clothes were off.
They made sweaty love for hours.
Dan, after a few initial laps around the equator, just lay
back in pain, letting Diana, his Nysean Nymph, run until she
dropped.
The next morning they woke early with the sunrise. Outside
their cabin, in the field,

by thee edge of the pond, they spotted

two fluffy white rabbits.
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The early morning light gave the area a surrealistic green
and golden.
Diana, with hesitation, raised her bow. Dan supported her
from behind.
She let an arrow fly.
It missed both marks, landing between the two rabbits who
quickly disappeared into the woods.
Bummer ran after them, but only retrieved the arrow.
Dan and Diana spent the next few days hunting without
reward. They also spent countless hours hauling buckets of water
from the pond to the garden, which despite their best efforts,
was not even providing enough produce for a simple salad.
After the forest animals had uprooted many first seedlings,
Dan constructed a chicken-wire fence. But the fence did not help;
it had not rained once since they arrived. Even the pond, from
which they drew all their water, was quickly sinking.
Diana sat in the cabin with a dumb stare on her face.
"Well," she said. "I might as well tell you now. I have
something to tell you."
"Tell me what?" asked Dan, irritated. "What's the problem
now?"
"Uh ••• well ••• um." She smiled questioningly. "Do

yo~

understand?"
"Are you o. K?" asked Dan sarcastically. "I'm not up for your
games."
"No ••• I'm ••• maybe we're fine."
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She made the weirdest face that Dan had ever seen on her. An
unbeli~vable

thought raced through his head.

,,'Oh my God! II he exclaimed.
She nodded her head affirmatively. III think so •••• It's been
two months."
"Why didn't you tell me?1I
III'm actually fairly sure."
"Oh my God!"
"Maybe we should go back," she suggested.
"Not right away; we have plenty of time •••• No rush!" he said
thoughtfully as he took her hand. He put his other hand on her
belly; it felt no different than before.
"You can't tell yet, but we'll know for sure soon enough,"
she said, secretly knowing that she had no doubts.
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THE GUIDELINES
The Guidelines will outline specific
daily water consumption allowances for all
home, industry, and agricultural uses.
Agricultural uses account for the largest
sector of water consumption: approximately
83% of the nation's water supplies (eighty
billion gallons per day). The guidelines will
be most severe for the agricultural sector
which will have to cut water consumption by
ninety percent. Farmers are urged to use as
little water as possible for the 'most
efficiently drought-resistent produce. Wheat
and corn production, which call for vast
quantities of water, will be forbidden by
law. Industry, the second largest consumer,
uses approximately 8% of our nation's water
supply (7.8 billion gallons per day). Most
industries will be asked to reduce
consumption by 75%. Some big users, such as
steel and rubber manufacturers, and strip
mining operations, will be completely closed
down. Domestic consumption accounts for
approximately 7% of total water supplies (6.8
billion gallons/day). All domestic uses of
water will be outlawed except for drinking,
cooking, one toilet flush a day, and one
shower a week. The watering of lawns, and the
washing of cars, will be strictly forbidden
under penalty of law.

DEOOS
Henry Delos, eyes fatigued,
CRT,

revie~ing

sat at his desk,

in front of his

programs for maximum market penetration by NUCLEAR

BEER-. A small blinking box appeared on the upper .left-hand
corner of his screen:

"Miss Pat Brooks is here to see you."1

He responded simply by typing, "Thank you Lucy, you can go
now! "
"Thank you sir, enjoy!"
The box disappeared.
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Pat Brooks, wearing a short green skirt and a ruffled white
blouse, entered Henry's office through its large oak doors. Her

t

I
I
I

eyes searched around the paperless electronic office which
contained only: an apricot couch, a large black marble-slab desk,
a family picture, two CRT's, two video screens, a multi-buttoned
computer keyboard, and a master control box complete with a
joy-stick.
Henry sat at his desk, with hands on his sophisticated
computer keyboard, and eyes on the glaring CRT. He did not look
up when Pat entered the office.
"Henry?"
"Just a moment, I'm reviewing some calculations."
"How can you understand those computer machines? I don't
even know the first thing •••• They're so complex!"
"Come over here, and I ' l l give you a little demonstration."
Pat walked around the large black marble-slab desk,
uncluttered with papers, to Henry's side. She paused a delightful
moment to peer out the window at busy Madison Avenue. People were
hurriedly popping in and out of the fine shops and galleries.
"Look! It's relatively simple. Type RUN!"
Pat leaned over Henry's shoulder to type, "RUN!"
He automatically surveyed her shapely body.
Instantly, a box appeared on the CRT screen. It was cut
horizontally and vertically by straight lines. Then, it-filled
with the names of magazines, newspapers, television networks,
prices, dates, and all types of other data that Pat did not
immediately recognize.
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"You see," said Henry.

"I~'s

as easy as instant coffee."

"What did I do?"
"You just gave DE&O the best possible advertising mix for
our fastest growing account, NUCLEAR BEERm. You'll probably make
us millions."
"Oh, can I do another?"
"Right. Type LISTl"
Pat typed, "List!"
The initials, "ACC:" appeared on the screen.
"It's asking for you for an account. Type NUCLEAR
CIGARETTEsml ••• lt's going to be as big as NUCLEAR BEERm."
She typed in the catchy brand name. A stream of unfamiliar
terms appeared on the screen:

.*****************************************************************
MARKETREPORT
PRODUCTIONOPT
WAREHOUSERS
SALESREPORT
SUPERMARKETSCAN
SEXSELL
FEARS ELL
LIFECYCLE
MARKETSHARE
STABILITY
MAXREACH

*****************************************************************
"Now what did I do?"
"What we have here," said Henry while pointing at the CRT,
"is a complete list of the programs used for the marketing
strategy of the product. Input the bottom one, MAXREACHl"
"Excuse me?"
"Type MAXREACH!"
Pat typed, "maxreach!"
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*****************************************************************
error: maxreach not listed.
Lower case letters not valid.
please use UPPERCASE LETTERS only when calling program file!

*****************************************************************
"Use only uppercase lettersl" instructed Henry.
"Capitals?"
"Right."
Pat typed, "MAXREACHl"
A bewildering chart appeared on the screen:
#################################################################
MAX REACH

m
number of media vehicles under consideration
t
number of time periods in planning horizon
s = number of market segments
Xvt = number of insertions in media vehicle v at time t
Cvt
cost per insertion in media vehicle v at time t
gzv
fraction of people in market segment z who are an
audience of vehicle v
Szt
seasonal index of audience size
hv : probability of exposure to add
k zvt = gzvszthv = exposure efficiency: the expected
number of exposures per person produced
in market segment z by one insertion in
media vehicle v at time t
e v = exposure value conveyed by one exposure in vehicle v
n z = number of consumers in market segment z
Yzt = exposure value per ~erson in segment z at end of time
period t
f t ,t+1 = fraction of Yzt retained from one time period to the
next
Pzt = sales potential of market segment z in time period t
Pztf(Yzt) = anticipated sales rate to market segment z in
time period t
b = total budget for planning period
PLEASE ENTER ALL MAXREACH VARIABLESl
#################################################################
Henry took a minute to input the string of variables. "Now,
type RUNl"
Patricia typed, "RUN!"
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A new chart appeared. It was filled with magazine names,
newspaper titles, television networks, dates, and advertising
costs.
"It's the same as the first one?" queried Pat.
"Only in form, but not in content; the media mix is slightly
different. Although our beer drinkers and cigarette smokers have
similar purchasing habits, their viewing habits are not exactly
the same. For each product market," Henry explained, "we must
carry out full demographic studies. In fact, we study everything
there is to study. An immense amount of statistical data on
people and products is stored, gathered, and analysed. We
probably know more about consumers than the CIA knows about its
own people," he bragged, chuckling. "And other companies are
negotiating to buy our STABILITY program which gives a numerical
rating, applicable to the decision-making process, for the
stability of foreign governments. But truthfully, consumers are
much more predictable than governments."
"You lost me," said Pat.
"No, you work the computer very well. Would you like a tour
of the facilities?"
"Sure, Iid love to see the place!"
Henry commanded, "TESTINGROOM VISUALSCAN!"
A moving picture appeared on the office's large wall video
screen.

It showed what looked like an ordinary movie theater,

except that each seatls arm-rest was equipped with numerous
control buttons, and a joy-stick (similar to a car's stick-shift,
but smaller) used to give special commands to the computer.
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"That's the testing room," explained Henry. "Test audiences
view commercials, and answer questions about what they like,
dislike, recognize, recall, desire, and so on •••• " He paused to
let Patricia scan the room.
Then he commanded, "PSYCHOGRAPHICSLAB VISUALSCANl"
The video screen revealed another theaterlike room, with
many fewer seats, and much mor. machinery. It looked as though a
hair-dryer, with powerful binoculars, was attached to the
headrest of each seat.
"In the psychographics lab, we test peoples' psysiological
responses to commercial stimuli: eye movements, pulse rates,
brain waves, sweatgland emmisions, and so on •••• COMPUTERCENTER
VISUALSCANl" he commanded.
The video screen showed a roomful of grey and white closetsized boxes standing in long rows.
"That's our heart and brains here. The blueprint of this
company is stored on 'an integrated chip. DEOOS does just about
everything ••• makes all but the final decisions."
"DEOOS?" asked Pat.
"Delos, Eros, and Onasis Operating System: our computer
system."
Overwhelmed, Pat asked, "How's your,appetite?"

•

"I could use a good meal."
"I'm starving."
"Let's see •••• " said Henry, taking her by the elbow, and

walking her, like a gentleman, to the couch.
"Jesus, you don't mess around!"
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"Strictly

busi~ess."

Within minutes Pat was in ecstasy. She peered out the window
at the tall glassy skyscrapers.
The last thing she saw before attaining geosynchronous
orbit, was a 747 piercing through the clouds over the city. She
felt her pounding heart pumping blood wildly throughout her Jello
puding body.
"PATRI~IABROOKS VISUALSCAN!"

thought Henry Delos. "This is

interfacing at its finest.1I He was erotically programming Pat's
instantaneously responsive, touch-sensitive body.
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NATURE'S PARADOX
Although no explanation for the drought
has been proven, the most widely accepted
theory links the drought to the unusual,
record-high, sun-spot activity. Astronomers,
though, have not been able to explain the
cause of the increase in sun-spot activity
which is a drastic aberration from the
eleven-year cycle that has been recorded for
centuries. Most scientists admit that they
are baffled. Dr. John L. Winner, President of
the International Council of Meteorologists,
believes in the sun-spot theory, but he
admitted to reporters that, "We have no proof
either way, and no solution but conservation.
Cloud seeding can only help a little at this
pOint, and desalination plants are already
running at full capacity. Unfortunately, we
cannot predict rain in the near future. This
has got to be the strangest meteorological
phenomenon in recorded history."
Dr. Peter Scheffer, Chief Presidential
Adviser on the Drought Emergency is quoted as
saying, "We are all in for a hard run, but no
orie should panic; panic can only make things
worse. Rationing is the only logical step. No
nation has reported rainfall in over a week.
It appears as if all the clouds have dried
up."

I

REVELATIONS II
"~ome

in Mrs. Delos! Please sit down!

I have been thinking

about you, and working very hard for you. You are, in truth, my
favorite patient: most interesting, and most charming. You would
be surprised how many people come in here with the same
depressing stories about their pointless lives and tragic family
relationships, about work and alcohol. All the poor psychotics
and all the wealthy neurotics have the same problems: their
parents did not love them, their friends turned against them,
their lives have been wasted •••• It·s always the same."
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The doctor paused, toying with the oddly shaped paperweight
on his desk, a miniature of Henry Moore's Reclining Figure.
He continued. "But you are a true sufferer, a victim of the
world, not of your own neurotic tendencies. It is for you that I
have become a doctor ••• by you that I

justify my years of study,

years of practice. Life is traumatic day by day. There is no
rest, no respite from that fact; the world is a menacing place.
Yet, what can we do but endure? What can we do but make the
struggle as pleasurable as possible?"
The doctor left his desk and started to pace. "We can escape
in so many ways ••• so many pitiful ways. But there

i~

really no

escape, no, not even in death. Death is obliteration; it is
nothing. There is only suffering. It is our debt to ••• our payment
for living. Life is a promissory note payable in suffering. Thank
,

you for listening to me; you have been a great help. Now I can be
your doctor once again. How have you been since our last
session?"
Nancy, shaking nervously, sighed.
"Do you

rem~mber

what you told me then?"

"Yes, I remember it all."
"Good, that

~s

very good. Have you remembered anything more?

Have you any other memories?"
"I think so •••• I only remembered a little more."
"Well, that's enough! Tell me something that you re~ember!"
"I've been thinking about my childhood, the holidays, the
candles. I do remember more •••• I used to make the candles myself
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from a fresh block of wax; that was my job, and I loved to do it.
I always looked forward to making the candles, melting the
brittle wax, dipping the string. Once I made a large casting of
my hand.

I filled it solid, and pushed the wicks in with a long

knitting-needle: one through each finger. We lit the fingercandle on Hanukkah, the Festival of Lights. It burned so
beautifully •••• I was so happy." She began to tear. "The fingers
clenched into a fist as it melted."
"That's very nice. What else?"
"I remember a song that my mother used to sing to me every
night before I went to sleep. It's very short." Nancy closed her
eyes, lying back as if to go to sleep. She took a few shallow
breaths, and sang softly: "Shma Yisrael Adonoi Elohanu Adonoi
Echad. Echad Elohanu Gadol Adonanu Kadosh Shmo.""
The doctor made some notes.
"It's a Hebrew prayer; that's all •••• I feel terrible."
Dr. Deusch looked up from his notes. "How long have you been
trembling like this?"
"All week."
"Have you been taking your medication regularly?"
"Yes."
"Well maybe we should try something new; you may have
developed some tolerance for •••• Let's see!" The doctor returned
to his notes. "Libriums ••• so we'll change to Valium! I ' l l write
the new prescription now so I don't forget.

It should help you to

relax. O.K •••• Let·s see! •••• hmmmm." The doctor read his notes
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silently. "The patient's guilt manifest itself in frigidity
because of the rape which was strongly repressed from her
conscious memory. But the rape was not the initial cause of her
guilt; and therefore, the release of the rape memory into her
conscious life will not eradicate the symptoms of her disease.
The actual guilt complex, which has also been repressed, started
after the war, in Italy, at about the time that she met her·
husband. Her guilt stems from her attempt to escape from her
past, her childhood, because of the Nazi era, from being a Jew.
Her guilt complex has been compiling over many years. It has
found physical manifestation, attacking her at her most
vulnerable point, her traumatic rape memory. Hence, she lost the
ability to have sexual intercourse. She became, as we say,
frigid."
The doctor pulled off his reading glasses and looked at
Nancy who was still trembling. "Rape is not the cause of your
frigidity;

it only gave the true cause an outlet for expression.

The true cause of your problem is the suppression of your
childhood life, the denial of your Jewish life. You have so much
pain associated with being a Jew, because of your particular
experiences during the holocaust, that you suppress it entirely.
But your subconscious does not forget so easily; it remembers for
you. It made you frigid. You see, you cannot really throwaway
your past."
"What am I going to do?" thought Nancy. She saw her family
sitting at the Sabbath table with the candles that she had made,
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the sweet wine, and the bread. She saw her mother smiling in the
soft light, her brothers, her father's round face ••• and the
candles burning for Shabbos! She could smell the delicious scents
filling the house •••• Shabbos! She watched the candle flames
flickering. They burned inside of her. "How am I going to live?"
she asked herself.
"Have you been sleeping well lately?" asked the doctor·.
"No."
"I didn't think so. Neither have I. Call me if you need
anything, if you have any trouble ••• and don't forget to take your
medicationl"
Nancy looked at her watch, it was time to leave. She stood
up.
The doctor was. at his snuffbox.
"Don 1 t

forget this!" he advised, handing her the

prescription that he had written earlier. He escorted her out of
his office.
In the lobby, Nancy lit a cigarette. She went straight to a
drug-store to fill her prescription.
There were many people in the streets: anxious crowds
waiting by the water trucks that brought cooking and drinking
water to the city.
An empty truck began to pull away. Usually, another one
would immediately take its place. This time,

~hough,

there seemed

to be no refill. People started yelling at the driver. He yelled
back. There was a breakdown in the delivery system. A fight broke
out on the line.
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A disgusting stench was rising in the streets of the city.
The heat made it unbearable ••• and people were getting angrY1 they
could not flush their toilets. It was getting worse day by day.
Nancy thought about Diana and Dan. She wondered if they were
safe, and when they were going to return home. They had been gone
for over three months. She was horrified not to have heard from
them.
She watched a convoy of water trucks roll down Lexington
Avenue.
On the back of each large silvery truck - where she would
have expected to

s~e

"EXXON" or "MOBIL" printed in red, white,

and blue block letters - was printed, in plain grey, "WATER."
Thick black smoke poured from the diesel engines' flopping
exhaust pipes.
Nancy entered her pharmacy, and purchased the
benzodiazepine, brand name, "Valium." She took a pill as she left
the store7 the street activity scared her.
"Why couldn't they do something about it?" she thought. "How
could they have let it get so bad? Why hadn't ••• ?" Her thoughts
drifted onto her husband and her own personal problems. "He
wouldn't want to get a divorce. There's no reason for a
separation7 we're both free to come and go as we please. He's
such a good provider. Maybe things will get better. It's not his
fault. Things will change."
A water truck was parked infront of her building. Her
neighbors waved hello. Michael yelled, "I'll be up in a few
minutes!"
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She waved to him as she entered the vestibule.
Dominique was sitting in the elevator. He smiled when he saw
her.
"Bon jour Dominique!"
"Bon jour Madame, how are you today?"
"Not well, as usual. What are we going to do about this
drought?"
"You must learn to live on whiskey, and wine, as I have
done."
"Wonderful!"
"Merci madame, but you look sad."
"I am very sad."
"Je comprends; life is very sad."
"You are worse than my doctor."
"He must be French!"
"No, and I don't like him •••• I don't trust him."
"You cannot trust anyone, not even yourself!"
"You are right,

Do~inique,

unfortunately, you are right!"

The elevator arrived at the fifth floor.

Dominique opened

the heavy metal doors.
"Au revoir Madame!"
"Merci Dominique, au revoir!" She put a hand on his
shoulder, and kissed his cheek.
He helped her out of the elevator.
The heavy doors slammed shut.
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Nancy felt relaxed by the new medication, and tired.

She

went into the kitchen to pour herself a glass of white wine. She
drank it slowly in the livingroom, where she glanced at the day's
newspaper:
SEVERE DROUGHT CONTINUES
ALL NONESSENTIAL SERVICES CUT
NEW GUIDELINES ISSUED
NO END IN SIGHT
BY BILLY HEARST
She opened to the middle of an article:
SOCIETY TO ~LAME
Rainfall is not our only source of
drinkable water. Much water is taken from
rivers, streams, and underground aquifers.
Unfortunately, many waterways, both above and
below the ground, are so polluted that
drinking their water would be as disastrous
as not drinking any at all. There are many
toxins in polluted water which can be
harmful, or even fatal, if swallowed. Dr.
Peter Scheffer, government adviser on
drought-related health topics, has warned
that, "The widespread use of unclean water
could cause epidemics of diseases such as
typhoid, hepatitus, and gastro-intestinitis."
He admonishes people to avoid drinking impure
water. "Fo~ years we have been neglecting our
waterways," he stated. "It is unfortunate
that we did not have the foresight to plan
ahead for a situation like this. The Drought
Emergency might not have occurred if we could
make use of the water in our poisoned lakes,
rivers, and streams. Part of the
responsibility of the water shortage is
certainly attributable to society at
large."
Her eyes could barely focus on the small print1 she turned
on the mothbox.
There were pictures of parched land, and dry river-beds. An
announcer spoke: "The National Guard has been called to the
southwest where survivalists continue to fight each other for
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scarce food and water supplies. Massive feuds,

involving hundreds

of people, are reported in southern Arizona and New Mexico where
water deliveries have come to a complete standstill. At least

I.

sixty people are reported killed,

and scores injured. Small

fights are also breaking out in other parts of the country where
water deliveries have been delayed. Fist fights are reported
throughout the northeast. At least one person is known to have
been fataly struck."
Nancy took another pill, and fell asleep in her large
cushioned chair.
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TIME IS THE KEY
At the current rate of consumption,
remaining water supplies could be exhausted
completely within six weeks' time. With
rationing in effect, specialists agree that
supplies could last for at least six months.
It is their, and everyone 1 s hope, that
substantial rains occur within that time. If
they do not, further rationing plans will go
into effect. Special committees are being
formed at all levels of federal and local
government, throughout the country, to
monitor water production, distribution, and
consumption during the Drought Emergency.
water levels in some areas are already so low
that conventional pumping stations are not
feasible to operate. Water is being pumped by
auxiliary pumps, or delivered by truck.
THE CALLING
Dear Michael,
As you know, the situation has deteriorated
rapidly since we last saw one another. We must take
offense against Defense, the military-industrial
complex: the Pentagon, Lockheed, Boeing, Grumman, and
all the crazy bastards who are working feverishly for
the spread of terror.
If we don 1 t aqt now, then we and our children, if
we ever have any, are doomed. We need more than
theater, books, and songs. WE NEED EVENTS! We need
civil disobedience, outright refusal to accept the
rules and regulations of the insane people who are
about to kill us all. Under the current circumstances,
nothing else matters: not convention, not Constitution,
nor any body of unnatural law. HOW CAN ANYTHING ELSE
MATTER?
We need well-directed anger in the form of screams
and protests. Sirens in the street must announce the
urgent necessity, wipe away the numbness, spark the
latent fear, release the shackled spirit, free the
repressed desire, and expose the guilty in a way that
provides for constructive change. Nuclear warheads must
be defused and destroyed!
Any political or religious leader who claims his
faith by destroying other people is a quack, a fraud,
an idiot leading his people off the edge of a cliff.
00 not listen to them! There is no reason to listen to
them! A system based on communication, and peacefull
co-existence must be strived for, a system allowing for
the nondestructive purging of hatred and aggression.
There is a better way, a truer Democracy. Surveys
can be made to find out what people really want. The
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NEW WAY can be constructed so that most people will be
satisfied. We have that ability. But we can not waste
valuable time arguing about CAPITALISM this or
COMMUNISM that. We must now decide between life and
death, survival and extinction. WHAT MORE CAN WE DO?
I thought that I might send you something to get
you through these hard times. It is called MESCACILLIN,
or Lophophora Williamsii Penicillium, a synthesis of
mescaline and penicillin: (CH3)2CSCH(CHNHCOCH20
(C6HS»;CONCHCOONHCH2CH2(C6H2)(CH30)3·
It will get you high and healthy.
NEVER CEASE TO BE AMAZING! CALLOO! CALLAY!
LOVE,
KNIGHT OF THE CRYSTAL,
LOU CROSBY
P.s. What do you think about the Drought Emergency?

The drought was getting worse day by day. While water
supplies were being used up at a faster rate than government
planners had expected, the economy was quickly coming to a
standstill, leaving masses of people unemployed. panic buying was
creating long lines, and worrisome shortages, at many
supermarkets.
"Revolution!" thought Michael. "We need an army to fight the
army ••• but first we need some rain!"
He put the letter on his desk, and looked up at the mothbox1
one of his father's commercials was on.
He watched a cataclysmic nuclear explosion with the familiar
horrifying mushroom cloud. "Boom!" he thought. "They're going to
kill us all!" He looked at the digital clock on his mother's
microwave1 it was time to go to the rally.
"Save us Jerusalem!" he said to himself.
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Within half an hour, he was one in a sea of people, gathered
at Hammarskjold Plaza, in front of the United Nations World
Headquarters.
"stop wasting time in America! Start making history in
Yisrael! Wake up! Go up! Now is the time for Aliyah! Return to
Zion! Fulfill the historic mission!"
The crackling amplified words resonated in the pit of his
stomach. The crowd cheered.
Thinking the voice familiar, he tried, but could not get
close enough, to see the speaker; he was pushed and jolted by the
thick wavering crowd.
Another voice spoke. "Isaiah: chapter nineteen,
ten •••• The Burden of Egypt:"
And the waters shall fail from the
sea,
And the rivers shall be drained
dry,
And the rivers shall become foul;
The streams of Egypt shall be
minished and dried up;
The reeds and flags shall wither.
The mosses by the Nile, by the
brink of the Nile,
And all that is sown by the Nile,
Shall become dry, be driven away,
and be no more.
The fishers also shall lament,
And all they that cast angle into
the Nile shall mourn,
And they that spread nets upon
the waters shall languish.
Moreover they that work in
combed flax,
And they that weave cotton, shall
be ashamed.
And her fountains shall be
crushed,
And they that make dams shall be
grieved in soul.
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five dash

Daydreaming, Michael remembered standing on Mount Scopus Har Hatsophim, the Mount of Watchers - his arms outstretched in
an uplifting breeze, flying over beautiful Jerusalem.
In front, and below him: the Old City, the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, the Lutheran Evangelical bell tower, the Temple
Mount, Omar's Dome of the Rock, El Aqsa Mosque, Yeshiva Esh
Hatorah, Hakotel, the crenelated Turkish walls, St. stephen',s
Gate, the terraced Muslim cemetery, and the Golden Gate, through
which, according to prophesy, the Messiah shall pass.
To his left: the Mount of Olives, the Church of the
Ascension, Dominus Flavit, the Church of All Nations, the Garden
of Gesthemane, Gihon, Silwan, the Pool of Shiloah, Nahal Qidron
descending into Guy Ben Hinom, and on downwards to the
Afro-syrian Rift.
Behind him: the Judean Desert, Jericho, the Jordan River
Valley, the Dead Sea, Ein Ghedi, Masada, and through the haze,
the distant purple pastel mountains of Jordan.
All this from one vantage point: Har Hatsophim, the Hebrew
University Campus ••• from which he soared like a bird over
Jerusalem, Ir Shalom, the City of Peace - with thick rivers of
crimson blood endlessly spilling on uniformly grey desert stone the bloodiest city in history: burning by sunrise, glowing
iridescent yellow, orange, red, turquoise, blue, tan, and grey,
by sunset.
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He was flying over Jerusalem when an elbow to the ear
brought him back to America, the modern Egypt of material,
movie-star, super-star athletic, monetary idolatry.
"Hablibabli! Allah kariim! Hamdilla! Shukran! Ahfwan! Allah
akbar! Allah achbar!" he thought. "Ameerkah, biry goot, you my
friend!"
He gazed up at the towering city buildings. "Pfizer ••••
Karnak!"
He turned, and

fl~w

all the way home.

He entered his vestibule, noticing the paralyzed General,

in

his wheelchair, covered below the shoulders by a thick, red,
plaid, wool blanket, being pushed by ••••
"Sally?" he questioned aloud.
The girl turned around. "Jimney cricket ••• Michael!" she said
with a delicious southern accent.
The needle on Michael's lust-o-meter shifted into the red
warning area.
The General's head, tilted wearily to his side, bobbed up
and down as Sally rolled him into the elevator.
She leaned to whisper in Michael's ear, while making small
c~rcles

with a finger in the air around her own ear, "He's gone a

little crazy lately."
Dominique winked at Michael. He stopped the elevator
sharply, letting it settled a full inch below floor level.
Sally tried to wheel the General out of the elevator.
Michael helped.
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"Thank you," she said. ".ould you liyek to come in for some
tea?"
"I ••• Sure!"
Michael followed Sally into the GeneralIs apartment. He
could hardly remember the last time that he'had been there ••• on
Sally's birthday, for dinner, almost two years previous. He could
not remember the exact date.
The furnishings in the apartment were simple. A plain
collapsible wooden table, covered by a white table-cloth, was set
flush against the diningroom wall. Two large chairs, on which
bedroom pillows were placed, accompanied it. An antique cabinet,
leaning unevenly against the opposite wall, contained a few old
porcelain dishes, and a set of crystal shot glasses. The
medicine-white walls were barren of posters or paintings.
Sally wheeled the General to the table, and then quickly ran
into the kitchen.
"How are you?" Michael asked the General.
The General took a moment to respond. "Thank you."
"He doesn't hear very well," yelled Sally from the kitchen.
"Some tea?" asked the General with a barely audible, raspy
voice.
Michael smiled. "Yes, Sally is in the kitchen making tea."
The General nodded his head.
Sally served tea, and a cinnamon coffee cake woven with
chocolate swirl, covered by brown sugar, topped with soft
wallnuts, and dusted with fine powdery sugar.
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"Do you like the cake?" she asked as she spoon fed the
General.
Michael sighed, "It's great!"
Sally lifted a spoonful of tea from the General's cup. She
blew on it gently, and fed it to the General. She repeated the
process a few times before sipping her own tea, and nibbling the
cake.
"Delicious!" she complimented herself. "I baked it myself
this very morning ••• ·.You know, the General's nurse quit because
of the drought, so I get to take care of him. He needs help for
just about everything!" She giggled.
Michael could not contain his smile; he wanted to kiss her
right then. "Will you be here for a while?" h, asked.
"I reckon so •••• it ain't the most exciting job, but this
city is sure something for the full moon. What are you staring
at? Do you want some more cayek?"
"Sure," said Michael. He served himself a second

piec~.

"Do

you want some more?" he asked, politely.
"I ain't even finished this one yet." She looked at him
questioningly.
Michael shrugged his shoulders.
"A little more," she said to the General, "and then you can
go for your nap." She fed him a spoonful of tea. "Would you like
to sleep now?"
The General nodded.
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"Excuse me!" requested Sally as she ~ose to her feet.

"I'll

be back in a jiff." She wheeled the General slowly out of the
diningroom, through the narrow hallway, into his bedroom.
Michael watched her firmly maneuver the heavy wheelchair.
After a few minutes in the back room, she reappeared, taking
her seat at the table. Blond curly hair bounced over her broad
round shoulders. Scores of freckles speckled her soft white
cheeks, and her trim angular nose.
"He must have been a great hero," said Michael, nodding his
head towards the General's room.
"There ain't much to it," said Sally. "He was a chemist or
something, working on bombs and all ••• and he was fighting too •••
but I suppose he was mostly just making those chemicals. Well,"
she drawled. "He blew himself up accidentlike, you know, so they
made him a General. He gets a big pension, but he ain't a real
hero like for rescuing someone or escaping or something."
Michael laughed contagiously. He had believed, since early
childhood, that "the General had performed some great act of
heroism. His parents had often told him stories about the brave
General, the war hero living next door, who had all but saved the
world. Michael, as long as he could remember, had been in awe of
the old man.
Sally laughed with Michael. "No, he ain't a real hero ••••
You still in school?"
"No, I'm finished," said Michael, sincerely intrigued by her
accent.
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"So am I," she said excitedly.
"What are you going to do?" asked Michael.
"I've been working in an old folks' home as an assistant
nurse. I get paid and all, and I like it, but I'm glad to be up
here for a while. What are you doing? Why ain't you at work?"
"I'm not working."
"One of those sleepin' late types!" She rolled her green
eyes.
"Do you know what time i i is?" asked Michael, rising from
the table.
"There's a clock in the kitchen."
Michael ran to the kitchen, and then to the front door. "I'm
expecting an important

d~ll,"

he said, courageously adding,

"would you like to go to a movie later?"
Sally nodded with childish consent. She had always liked
Michael.
"Bye!" she

said~

sticking her tongue out at his back.

Michael slammed the door, darted across the hall, and
entered his own apartment. He ran straight to his room, and
turned on the mothbox to catch the evening news. A few minutes
later, the phone rang; it was Yoffi Hacham.
"Michael, you watching the news?"
"Yes, what ......
"I want you to come to Yisrael with me."
"You're crazy!"
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"I'm not fooling around. You have no future here. Come to
the next meeting!"
"There's no future anywhere unless it rains soon," argued
Michael.
"Did you know that it is raining now on Yerusalem, in the
Yehuda Desert, and on the edge of the Negev?"
"What?" asked Michael incredulously.
"Our scientists say that it has to do with the Dead Sea; it
is the lowest point on Earth. There is a high-pressure center
over the entire area. The clouds are gathering over Yerusalem,
and it is raining. You must to come! Many others are returning."
"I just can't pack up and leave my •••• "
"Michael, do you know what is going to happen in the next
few weeks when the water stops flowing? There will be long lines
for the water-trucks. Then, one day, there won't be any more
trucks, and there won't be any more water. People will

t~irst,

and people will fight •••• Do you know what it is like not to have
any water?"
"Maybe it will rain," said Michael. "We still have a few
weeks for rain."
"Michael, it's not going to

~ain.

It's already too late; it

would have to rain for weeks. There is no other way; you are
coming with me!"
"Wh~re's

the meeting?"

"Same place. I'll see you there! O.K?"
"I don't know. I don't think that I can go. I haven't •••• "
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"Michael!"
"Maybe I'll be there."
"I want you of all people, of all my friends, to be there!
You won't regret it ••• for me, Michael, for yourself, and for
Yisrael!"
"Maybe."
"I'll see you later. Shalom!"
"Shalom!" Michael hung up the telephone. He sat on the edge
of his bed with his hands cupped over his groin.
On the mothbox were pictures of dry cracked land, once
fertile farmland. Throughout the country, topsoil was becoming
parched and desiccated. The newscaster described the alarming
events. He gave colorless statistics about water consumption,
food production, and economic disaster. He reported the
deteriorating situation in different parts of the country. In the
south-west, people were already suffering without drinking
water ••• and the cris{s was spreading.
Michael watched a close-up shot of the sun; huge firey
flares lifted off its perimeter into space; scores of large black
dots drifted across its tumultuous surface.
A megabyte of information filed confusingly through his
integrated brain. He ran out of his apartment, and knocked loudly

..

on the General's door.
"Hi!" said Sally, opening the door. "Come on in!"
They sat together at the dinigroom table, which Sally had
cleared.
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"Were you watching the news?" asked Michael.
"No, I canlt stand all the bad things that •••• Are you in
some kind of trouble?"
"No, I

just •••• " He was at a loss for words. "lim sort of

confused. I donlt know. I guess I·m •••• You must think that lim
freaking out." He looked down at the tiled floor.
nOh, no!" said Sally. She leaned, thoughtfully bumping her
head with Michael's.
He could not resist. He touched his lips to the top of her
head. He grabbed her hands with his.
Minutes passed in silence. They smiled at each other, and
moved to the livingroom, where they sat, side-by-side, on the
couch.
Michael put his arms around Sally, and stole a French kiss.
They kissed for a long while; Michaelis hands were
everywhere. They embraced, French kissing breathlessly, tongues
fully extended, exploring.
They fell sideways onto the couch. They held each other
tightly, pressing their eager thighs together. They rubbed, and
rubbed, until breathing heavily in each other's ears, they sighed
and ••••
Michael felt the wetness in his pants. He felt good.
Sally, resting her head on his shoulder, gently nibbled at
his neck.
He held her firmly.
They rubbed noses Eskimo-style.
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Michael tried to unbutton her pants, but she refused, moving
his adventurous hands away.
They kissed some more.
Hours passed before Michael asked if she still wanted to go
to a movie.
She nodded.
"1 1 11 be back in a minute," he said, leaving her on the
couch. He went back to his own apartment.
"Hello, Michael,

~s

that you?" asked his mother from the

kitchen.
"Hi mom," he yelled. "1 1m going to a movie. 1111 see you
later."
"With whom?"
"Sally, the GeneralIs niece,

is here ••• next door."

nOh, thatls nice. Have fun!"
Michael ran to his room, changed his pants, and headed back
to the GeneralIs apartment.
Sally was waiting for him in front of the elevator. She
coyly blushed.
They rang, and rang, but the elevator did not arrive.
ran down the stairs, holding hands, descending into the
glittering city night.
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They

FRICTION
Diana, belly swelling, sat on her wooden stool, in the
middle of the yellowing field,

facing west to the bare rocky face

of the towering mountain cliff. She delicately brushed red and
brown oil paint onto her grey canvas. She listened to the valley
birds whistling and chirping under the clear blue sky.
After hours of painting, she put down her brush, and picked
up her banjo to playa few

melod~es,

to raise her fallen

spi~its.

She played for about fifteen minutes before deciding take a short
nap on the grass. She slept for over an hour. After her rest, she
stretched, and resumed painting.
"Can you come over here to help me for a minute?" shouted
Dan from the withering garden. "We've got to stop the rabbits
from uprooting our vegetables ••• and the weather's been no
help ••• after hauling all those buckets of waterl ••• Dianal •••
Hellol ••• Diana!"
"Minute baby," she said quietly. She was absorbed in her own
sweeping impressionist brushstrokes.
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The light was ideal: the shadows solid, and the colors
magnificent.
Her concentration was broken by the sound of quickly
approaching footsteps.

She turned to catch Dan's maddening

expression.
"Is this so important that you can't help me in the
garden ••• if we can still call it a garden. I've been •••• "
"I need a while more. Go away!"
"I'm tired of working all the time while you sit around
painting."
"Pardon~

me!" she said sarcastically. "It's my masterpiece

••• the light is just right ••• and I'm going to finish it!"
"Shit!"
"Cool it, and I'll cook you a nice din-din."
..... if we have any food left, or are we going to eat boiled
wood chips?"
"Leave me alone!"
(

Dan turned, and walked irritatedly towards the cabin. He lit
a joint, and smoked it, by himself, in the garden. "Useless!" he
thought. "The whole thing is useless!

II

He watched Diana painting

in the field. He angrily glanced up at the tall cliff.
The red eye towered over him.
He went, with his ax, into the woods to chop some wood for
the stove.
Bummer followed him playfully.
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When he found a suitable pine, he hit it with all his
strength. He hit it again, chopping a vee-shaped wedge. He hit it
a third time, slamming the ax-blade awkwardly into the wedge. The
blade flew off its handle, landing in a pile of leaves, nearby,
on the forest floor.

"Bummer!" he growled.

The dog approached.
"Get out of here!" he commanded.
Bummer did not respond.
He kicked the unsuspecting dog in the midsection.
Bummer, tail between his legs, headed back towards the
cabin.
Dan bent over to pick up the ax-blade. He heard a tearing
sound; his pants had split at the crotch. He felt for the damage
with his hand.
He picked up the blade, and tried to fix it securely onto
the cracked handle. It would not stay.
"Useless!" he th6ught. He held the stainless steel blade in
one hand, and the cracked wooden handle in the other. He threw
them both down onto the ground.
"Fuck this!" he thought. "Fuck the garden, well, hunting,
and chopping! Fuck everything!"
"Fuck Thiiiiissssl" he yelled to the dry dusty woods.
When he arrived back at the log cabin, Diana was asleep in
bed. There was no dinner prepared, and nothing ready to cook.
"Spoiled bitch!" he mouthed in a furious whisper. He chewed
on a plateful of dried fruit and stale bread.
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"I must have fallen asleep," said Diana with a yawn.
"I guess so."
"What ••• oh, is it already getting dark? You chop some wood?"
"You cook din-din?"
"Bug off! I was in the sun all day. I
down for a minute. I must

have~

just wanted to lie

••• " She interrupted herself with

a yawn. "I'll start something now."
She rubbed her

~yes,

and walked to the stove, noticing that

there was no new fire-wood.

She looked spitefully at Dan.

"I ripped my pants while chopping the wood."
"So you had to stop?"
"The ax broke."
nOh, I suppose that you want me to fix them?"
"You're a real pain in the ass sometimes."
"You're usually too stoned to notice."
"So are you."
"I haven't smoked in weeks." She rubbed her bulging
mid-section.
"It'll probably be a lazy kid so you might as well."
"You're disgusting!"
"You're lazy!"
Diana turned her eyes meekly to the floor.
"I'm sorry, but it's just not working out the way I had
expected. This can't go on with you sitting on your ass, painting
all day. Watching you sit in the field, doing nothing, while I'm
sweating over in the garden ••• give me a break! I want this to
last. I want to stay here and have the kid."
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"Hold on! We've shared dreams and expectations ••• we've
always shared those ••• but if you think, for one minute, that I'm
going to risk having our child, unattended, in this dirty old
shack, in this God-forsaken nowhere, then you have really
flipped!" She tilted her head to the side, drawing her cheek and
the corner of her mouth up towards her eye. "And I resent you
being so upset about the work. I might not be hauling as much as
I was a few weeks ago, but I'm still doing plenty ••• a lot you
just don't notice, like when you're out, or asleep. And you know
my particular situation, so I'm particularly inspired. Let me be!
What did we come here for? Give me some air! We're going to have
to leave here soon anyway, because I want to have my baby in a
room full of professional white-coated doctors."
"We'll talk about that later."
They ate dinner in silence, contemplating the ominous
mountain pictures on the cabin walls. After dinner, Dan
approached Diana fora hug. He received a cold stare.
"Not tonight honey; you've done enough work for one day ••••
Pleasant dreams!"
"You really are a bitch!"
"Goodnight!"
"Goodnight!"
Neither Dan nor Diana slept well that night; animal cries
were echoing throughout the valley."
Bummer could not sleep either. He instinctively knew that
the threatening cries were desparate cries of hunger.
Something dangerous was happening!
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NO FOOD FOR SOUTH
All shipments of wheat and grain, by the
U.S. to the starving third world, have been
halted for the duration of the Drought
Emergency. Other Northern industrial nations
have announced that they too will cease
shipments of grain to the starving South,
which will suffer further. Food riots are
expected. Special security measures are being
taken by the U.S. Army to insure protection
of its own interests.

BEAUJOLAIS
Friday evening, Nancy served rare,

juicy, roast beef, baked

potatos, and steamed asparagus with a thick cheese sa,ucei she had
not prepared a fimily meal in weeks.
Standing in the center of the majestic table, next to a pair
of tall thin candles, were two bottles of red wine labeled,
"Beaujolais."
Spiraling steam rose from the hot roast and potatos. Glasses
were filled with wine. Henry carved and served the roast. The
hungry crew went to work.
"De-lish!" groaned Michael after his first bite of tender
roast.
Sally, all smiles, was as delighted to be eating with the
Delos family; she was bored of eating with the old General. "This
is delicious," she complimented.
"It's nice to see you again," said Henry. "How are things at
home? ,.
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"Fine, ain't nothin' new," she said with her carefree
southern accent.
"And the old General? I haven't seen him out much lately."
nOh, the tired old man can't think too well anymore."
Henry peered curiously at Michael, and at Sally; she had
grown up attractively in the past few years. He wondered how they
spent their time. They looked very suspicious together; surely
they were conspiring!
"Take some vegetables Michael!" touted Nancy. She gazed at
the candles. Lamenting about her smothered memories, she said a
silent prayer.
Michael served himself a small portion of asparagus,
too~

and

a big sip of the mellow red wine. He swooshed it around in

his mouth before swallowing. The alcohol hit him quickly.
Henry finished his first glass of wine, and poured himself
another; it was his favorite. He looked at Nancy who seemed
distant and tired. He thought about Pat's lively attentiveness.
"I hope that Dan and Diana are eating this well," he said.

"I wish that they would come home soon. I worry about them
so •••• Couldn't they even write?" Nancy trembled.
"Why couldn't they get a country house like normal people?"
asked Michael.
"Your sister turned out to be a wacko," said Delos. "She's.
always had to be different ••• speaking of which •••• Have you found
a

job?"
"No."
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"Well, would you like to work at the agency? We just got an
opening for •••• "
"No, thank you!"
"You're as impractical as your sister. My father had to hold
me back!"
"Maybe next year I'll be ready."
Henry shook his head, and turned to Nancy. "How did
your children turn out to be so useless? I

y~u

let

should have whipped

them long ago. They're your's from head to toe!"
"Michael is mine, but Diana is yours ••• remember?" She smiled
warmly at her son.
"We never should have adopted them. We should have sent them
back when we had the chance," said Henry, casually drinking his
wine.
"You're right, but they were so cute in the window."
Michael covered his ears with his hands. Sally fell back in
her chair laughing, covering her mouth with her napkin, trying
not to lose a mouthful of potatoes.
Henry served himself some more meat. "The drought seems to
be getting worse, very serious: unemployment is •••• "
"It's an international crisis," said Michael.
"Well, I'm glad to see, at least, that you've been reading
the papers. I've talked to a number of government people, and
they agree with me that there's been terrible neglect,
reprehensible mismanagement."
"I read that it was sun-spots," said Michael.
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"No one has proven that, but water resources have been
mismanaged for years. This whole thing could have been avoided if
we had computerized the pumping system back when •••• "
"Computerize the water system, then we'd really be in
trouble!" interrupted Michael.
Henry smirked; he could not yet carryon an intelligent
conversation with his son. "How could he sit around the house all
day?" he asked himself. "This won't last much longer!" He
finished his glass of wine, tensely opening the second bottle.
Tipsy, he heard a faint murmur from behind his ears, envisioning:
DO (PASS WINE)
COMMAND SAY ("PLEASE!")
DESTINATION=DELOS
GO TO (DESTINATION)
CALL SUBRECURSION (DRINK WINE)
STOP
END MEAL
••• an imaginary computer program.
Michael and Sally, giggling, whispered back and forth.
Sullenly, Nancy began to clear the table. "I read that the
drought is a judgemnt for our sins."
"Coffee?" asked Henry, regaining his senses. "It's more
likely that water has been undervalued economically."
"I think there's been too much pollution in the rivers and
lakes." said Sally. "We can't even drink from the streams any
more." She stood up to help clear the table.
"Pass the Beaujolais, please!" requested Michael. He drank
the smooth wine as if it were grapejuice.

I
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"Coffee will be ready in a minute." Nancy's voice faded into
the kitchen.
There's enough water for some people," said Michael.
"I can't understand how it could get so out of control,"
said Nancy, appearing with Henry's coffee. "It's beyond my
comprehension."
Michael grabbed Sally by her pants. "What do you want to do
tonight?"
"I don't know," she whined, pulling away from him. She
ripped one of her belt-loops. "Now see what you've gone and
done!"
"Movie?"
"I've been to more movies with you in these past few weeks
than I ever ......
"Well, think of something else!"
They excused themselves from the table to talk in private.
Nancy finished clearing the table. She put the candles in a
safe place, where they could burn out by themselves.
She stared at the flickering flames, and at the tormenting
images from her past. She could not clear her mind of the rape
memories; they flooded her head ••• and she could not go on with
the sherade; it was torture. She was living with her husband out
of fear and guilt. She and Henry had grown so far apart that she
could not tell, anymore, what he was thinking or feeling. At
times, he even seemed purposely evasive. She felt a deep pain.
She was exhausted.
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Even when she looked away from the candles, she saw a yellow
column before her eyes, a pillar of fire: the flame that kept her
memories alive.
She tried to settle her mind by reading, but she could not
concentrate. She took a sedative, and went to sleep.
Henry turned on the mothbox, and his home computer which was
linked directly to the one in his office. He often analysed
commercials, for business purposes, and as a mental exercise, by
dividing them into their respective structural genres. He kept an
active record.
He typed, PCHECKLIST!p
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$~$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$SS$

1) Story Line: a commercial that tells a story.
2) Problem/Solution: the sponsor's product is shown to solve the
viewer's problem.
3) Chronology: delivers a message through a series of related
scenes.
4) Special Effects: achieves memorability through the use of a
striking special effects device.
S) Testimonial: word-of-mouth advertising, often by a famous
personality.
6) Satire: use of wit in a commercial.
7) Spokesman: on-camera announcer gives a salesman's pitch.
S) Demonstration: the product's effectiveness is physically
demonstrated.
9) Suspense: curiosity is built up and then resolved by
introducing the product.
10) Slice of Life: shows a person just before and after the
sudden discovery of the answer to his/her problem, the
sponsor's product.
11) Analogy: offers an example for comparison with the
product.
12) Fantasy: uses caricatures or animation to create a memorable
fantasy setting.
13) Personality: an actor, as opposed to a straight salesman,
delivers the message, usually in the product's natural
setting.
S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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One of his own commercials, a simple story line, appeared on
the television. It was a work of genius, utilizing the latest in
psychographies, statistical market research, camera and sound
technique. He had already recommended it for several industry
awards.
"NUCLEAR BEER· •••• " he heard the announcer say. "It's a
matter of survival!"
"FEARSELL!" he thought. " ••• like moths to the flame."
He watched the mothbox for hours, categorizing each
commercial he saw according to his checklist.
Meanwhile, Michael and Sally had slipped into the General's
apartment.
"I know what you want to do Michael, but there are other
things besides movies, and sex."
"Like what?"
"Why don't we go dancing?"
"Why didn't you.say something before; there's a great new
place just a few blocks from here. Do you want to go there?"
"Why sure," she said excitedly.
"Then let's gO!" said Michael, yanking Sally to her feet.
They said goodbye to the senile General, and took the
elevator, which Dominique was barely able to operate, down to the
lobby.
Outside, gusts of wind blew scattered papers high above the
fluorescent mercury vapor street-lamps.
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Michael watched the blinking neon store signs which looked
like toys that a child had carelessly left on. Sally held his
hand.
After walking a few blocks, Michael said, "It should be just
around the corner."
They looked up, spotting the sign simultaneously. It beamed,
"THE CLUB," in large black letters highly contrasted agai~st a
luminescent plastic white backboard. They could hear muffled
music coming from within.
They walked up a few steps, and opened a heavy black door. A
wave of loud music gusted past them.
A woman dressed in a red blouse, black tights, ind a
top-hat, sat with a collection-box at her side. A little card
read: "$5.00."
Michael paid for two, and walked into the darkness.
There were two bars, one at each end of the large room.
Small round tables encircled the wooden dance-floor. A band
played on the raised platform stage. The music was much too loud
for conversation.
They found an empty table from which to watch the wild
dancers move about the dance-floor with energetic bursts of
motion.
Sally, accustomed to seeing couples dance, was amazed to see
people dancing without partners. She could not figure out whether
they were all dancing with each other, or were all dancing
alone.
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Michael cupped his hands over her ear, shouting, uWould you
like something to drink?U
She shook her head. She was not sure that she wanted to
stay; the strangely costumed people frightened her.
Michael went to the bar for a NUCLEAR BEER-.
At the serving counter, a man dressed in army-fatigue
overalls, with blond stubby hair, stood next to him. He was
involved in a heated conversation with a dark woman wearing
bright red lipstick, and thick blue eye-shadow. Her long red
gown, and wide elephant sleeves, were cuffed by white fur.
As Michael reached for his beer, a stiff arm flew into his
back. He turned to see the strange man heading across the room
towards the other bar. The dark woman in red sat cooly Sipping
her drink. Michael anxiously took a sip of his own.
When be arrived back at the table, Sally told him that she
wanted to leave.
Without a word, Michael gulped down his mug of beer, and
pulled her onto the dance-floor.
They tried to dance with control, but the energy of the
other dancers, and the powerful electric bass guitar rhythm,
swept them into frenzied motion. They stomped their feet with
wild force, and flew into the air.
Michael waved his head back and forth, his arms £linging
madly at his side.
Sally was no longer in front of him. Her hands waved in the
air on the other side of the dance-floor.
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He watched a man fall to the floor, thrusting his pelvis
convulsively into the air. Another man, with legs spread wide

•

apart, danced over him. The thrusts grew more and more intense.
Michael, music filling his head, bounced across the
dance-floor. His sweat flew 'into the air. He moved towards Sally
who was dancing next to the 'strange man in overalls. He danced
tiredly in front of her.
The music burst in intensity. It thundered, and shook the
room with thick rhythmic vibrations. Then, suddenly, all the
wires cut, the music stopped.
Sally followed Michael to the table. She was drenched in
sweat. "Can you get me some water?" she asked, breathing
asthmatically.
Michael could hardly hear over the hiss in his ears. He made
his way through the strangely dressed crowd to the bar where he
was told that there was no more water. He returned to the table.
"No more water," he said. "We can get some at home."
Sally could not hide her excitement. "I've never in my life
danced like that before ••• and I've never seen so many crazy
people."
"It's exhausting," said Michael.
They surveyed the crowded room. They were at a chromatic
freakshow, a piebald costume-party.
"Let's get out of here!" said Sally.
They walked home, and barely survived Dominique's elevator
ride. They mischievously explored the Generals cabinets, finding
an old uniform, and a pistol which Michael stole.
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Michael led Sally to the livingroom couch where they kissed
and hugged until their crotches were lubricated with sweat.
Michael, tried repeatedly to unbutton Sally's pants, but she
resolutely pushed his hands away.
They hugged and kissed for hours.
Michael loved the wet clicking sound of Sally's tongue in
his ear. He could hardly control himself.
They pressed their thighs tightly together.
Again and again, Michael tried to take Sally's pants off.
She teased him silly, but she would not surrender. She was
saving herself for ••••
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SPECTRAL DEATH
The night was dry, hot, and filled with futility. The forest
animals were crying; something extraordinary was happening,
something unexpected. And although the inside of the cabin was
illuminated by glorious white moonlight, its contents seemed dark
and ominous.
Diana, sat in the cabin indeterminately strumming her banjo.
Her thoughts were on her womb which was inflating as fast as the
water in the pond was diminishing. She was haunted. The
countryside was not the gentle place that she had expected it to .
be. "Instead of living in the country," she realized, "we've been
living against it."
She longed for the dependable city, for the countless
conveniences, and for a large apartment in which to rear her
child. She missed her family, her friends, the busy streets, and
even her noisy students. She and Dan had done the best they could
on their wilderness sabbatical, but it was time to go home.
"Dan?"
"What?" he asked.
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"How would you feel about us leaving the day after
tomorrow?"
He sat on the edge of the bed, undressing. He felt defeated,
but he knew that they could not,stay much longer. "Add on a day!
We'll have time for a last hike up the mountain ••• and a picnic."
Diana was ecstatic. "Do you hear that Bummerwummer? We're
going home!"
Bummer, wagging his tail, kissed Diana on her face with his
sloppy wet tongue.
"Enough is enough!" she said. "I don't know how your uncle
survived here, alone, all those years, with no one to get angry
at! Oh, for the sunday Times!" She sighed. "My parents will be so
surprised •••• We can come back here for summer vacations."
"We'll work something out."
A loud cry, sounding like the cry of a human child, echoed
through the valley.
"That's been going on for a week," said Dan.
"It's probably seasonal. They must be mating!"
"They must be hungry," said Dan. "I hope that they stay up
in the mountains."
"You can't scare me!"
"Goodnight!"
"Goodnight! Do you mind if I play softly for a while?"
"No."
"pleasant dreams!"
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Diana played contemplatively, wondering how she would feel
as a mother. After an hour, a tiring yawn sent her to Dan's warm
side.
The morning sun ascended with firey brilliace. Large black
spots floated visibly across its surface.
Dan and Diana awoke in sheets damp from perspiration. They
started to pack up the cabin, and to prepare for their two day
hike, on the old logging road, back to civilization.
It was the middle of summer, yet the season could easily
have been mistaken for early autumn. The garden was a shrivled
grave of withered

stalk~,

and the pond contained barely an inch

of muddy water. The field, once lush and leathery green, was
yellow and brown, as if all the life had been sucked out of it
greedily by a ghostly winter chill. And m9st curiously of all;
t~e

trees in the valley were changing color. A prismatic bloom of

every shade in the visible spectrum covered the valley and
surrounding mountains. There were large patches of orange,
purple, brown, and magenta. The weeping willows were dropping
their curling, tearful leaves woefully into the pond. Even the

,

evergreens were turning yellow.
Dan and Diana spent the day, out of the rays of the
scorching sun, working in the cabin. They had little water left
to drink.
"I can't believe this!" said Diana, peering out the window.
"I guess that we're getting an early fall; the whole valley is
turning!"
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"Strange summer!"
"I can't wait to throw my clothes in a laundry machine, to
take a long hot shower ••• and I'm going to eat a gallon of
ice-cream with hot-fudge sauce!"
"Dog shit!"
"Home!"
"Exhaust fumes and garbage trucks!"
"Shut up and pack!"
"There's not much else to do. We have a valley full of
fire-wood, and nothing to pick from our would-be garden •••• I'm
tempted to smoke a joint."
"There're a few in my pack."
Dan lit a joint. He thought about returning to the city:
skyscrapers, taxis, windowless slums, shopping-bag bumbe,
obnoxious advertisements, blaring box-radios, crowded stuffy
busses, ear-shattering subways, and thick sooty incinerator
smoke. He pictured himself chasing his own tail, tying himself up
in a cantankerous knot.
Diana's thoughts focussed on family, friends, and
restaurants. She especially missed her brother, Michael.
The day passed quickly, the sapping sun set majestically_
The light-blue sky faded darker and darker until a billion stars,
and a white crescent moon, were beneficently revealed. Dan and
Diana were astonished by the absolute clarity.
Early in the morning, they prepared for their final climb
and picnic. They packed a feast of nuts and dried fruit,
out, with Bummer, into the dry brittle woods.
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and set

They followed a streambed, a trail of stale grey-and-white
pebbles, and hiked up the steep slopes of the tall mountain aside
the bare-faced rocky cliff.
Slowly, they climbed to a high ledge from which they could
see out over the entire valley. The speckled sun blazed yellow in
the amorphous bluish-white sky. The valley was a spectacular
collage of color.
"I'd love to paint it," said Diana of the picturesque view.
They ate their trail food, and smoked a joint.
They sang:
Down by the pond, Stargazer sits,
Gazing at the water covered by a mist:
So deep, so cool, so clear!
Out on the field, Stargazer dead,
Struck by lightning, hit on the head:
Now far, now free, now long ago!
Intoxicated, they finished two canteens of muddy water:
I've been on top of mountains
And I've been below the sea
If t~ere's one thing I've discovered
Besides what's within me
It's that people are inside themselves
And cannot ever be
Until they've been on top of mountains
And they've been below the sea
They walked quickly down the steep knee-crunching side of
the mountain.
Bummer fell behind to urinate.
He sniffed around, finding an old familiar rock near the
mossy grotto where the waterfall used to spring from the rocks;
it was dry.
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He lifted his hind leg, perking up his ears as he heard a
rustling sound, a ruffling in the leaves •••• "Psssssst!"
A large rattle snake was in striking distance.
Bummer hesitated, not knowing instinctively whether to
fight, or to flee.

I
I.

I

It was too late; the snake moved towards him.
Bummer, fiercely growling, revealed his yellow fanged teeth.
The snake jumped at him.
He swung his head sharply to the side, knocking the snake
away. But, the serpent attacked again, biting his underside,
injecting a lethal drop of poison into his bloodstream.
Bummer retreated a few steps to assess the wound. He sensed
that the fight was over.
He limped slowly away, searching for a dark place to die. He
crawled into a small well-hidden crevice, and dropped down on the
cool ground. "Bummer!" he thought: he had been bad. He closed his
eyes and died.
Back at the cabin, Dan and Diana, exhausted from their hike,
and still a bit intoxicated, carelessly went to sleep. They slept
soundly, undisturbed, through the night.
In the morning, they closed up the cabin, sealed the window,
and bolted the door. They set their back-packs outside, and
called for Bummer; it was time to head home.
"Bummer!" they repeatedly yelled. There was no response: no
tail-wagging dog came galumphing for a kiss.
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"Where do you think he is?" asked Diana. "He sure picked a
bad time to,go exploring. Maybe he doesn't want to leave ••••
Bummerl Bummer! Bummerl"
Bummer did not appear.
"When did you last see him?" asked Dan.
"Last night, after the hike •••• I ••• I actually don't remember
him coming back to the cabin."
"He was with us at the stream, and he knows how to get back
from there •••• Bummer! Bummer! Bummer! ••• We'll just have to
wait!"
Impatiently, they waited all morning. They frustratingly
searched throughout the afternoon, but they found no sign of
their beloved dog.
Dan, ceaselessly calling for the dog, retraced the steps
that he and Diana had taken the previous day.
Diana, methodically criss-crossing the woods, searched
around the cabin. "Bu~mer! Bummer! Bummerwummer!" she called. She
heard Dan calling in the distance.
They did not find a trace, or a clue.
"What are we going to do?" asked Diana, back at the cabin.
She felt queasy. "We can't leave without our Bummer!" she cried.
"Weill wait until he comes back."
"What if something happened to him?"
"I don't know •••• Let's wait a day and seel"
They spent a second frustrating day searching for their dog.
They found nothing.
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The pond went completely dry. They knew that they could not
stay any longer; they needed full canteens for their two-day hike
out of the valley_ They decided that they would return as soon as
possible, by helicopter, with help, to find Bummer.
They sorrowfully began bushwacking through the woods,
searching for the old logging road that would lead out of the
valley. They were grieved about leaving Bummer behind, and
confused about the dehydrated land. They wanted to get home as
quickly as possible; their rainbow valley had turned into a
stained nightmare.
with tears in their eyes, and fear in their throbbing.
hearts, they trekked over the colorful leaves covering the
ground, which, displaying the spectrum of death, crunched loudly
beneath their feet.
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SYNTHETICS
"The General is dead! Help! Michael! The General is dead!
What am I going to do?" Sally, shaking, ran into Michael's arms.
"What?"
"Come with mel" she cried. "I don't want to go in there
alone." She buried her head in his chest.
Butterflies entered Michael's stomach. He held Sally
tightly. "What happened?"
"Come help me!" She tugged at his arm. "He's in his
wheelchair ••• in the bedroom."
He followed her, running into the apartment next door.
The General was sitting in front of the mothbox, eyes open,
head tilted far to the side. His hands were folded neatly in his
lap.
Michael glanced at the mothbox. He watched the animated
image of a stick-figure taking a shower underneath a half-full
watertank. A deep voice broadcast the water conservation message:
"Only you can help end the drought emergency •••• Conserve water!
This has been a public service announcement of the Drought
Emergency Commission."
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"General!" called Sally loudly.
There was no response. The General seemed to be asleep.
"We better call an ambulance!"
"Michael, I don't no how to call an ambulance."
"Donlt worry, Illl call the ambulance." He sat Sally down on
the edge of the Generalis bed. "It'll be all right. He was an old
old man."
She wiped her eyes on the hem of her cotton summer dress.
Michael picked up the telephone, and called for an emergency
ambulance.
Sally, bawling uncontrollably, telephoned her family, in
Virginia, to tell them the bad news. They gave her a special
telephone number to call.
She spoke to an officer who told her that the General was to
be ceremonially buried with full military honors. A hearse would
be sent immediately to pick him up. It would deliver him to the
u.S. Army Morgue in Washington, D.C. where he would be properly
embalmed.
"But we already called an ambulance," she explained, sobbing
into the telephone.
"Don't let him be taken anywhere! Don't let him out of your
sight!" commanded the officer.
She hung up the telephone.
Minutes later, an ambulance arrived.
Michael, downstair"s, told the attendants that there had been
a mistake. They departed, leaving him with a one-way ambulance
service invoice.
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Almost an hour later, another ambulance, accompanied by a
large black hearse, double-parked in front of the Park Avenue
apartment building.
Two trained attendants examined the General carefully,
filling out numerous reports, before strapping the old man onto a
stretcher. They carried him outside, and loaded him directly into
a box labeled, "TEMPORARY COFFIN," in the back of the hearse. A
starched American flag was draped over the box.
The driver of the hearse, who wore a black chauffeur's
uniform, asked who was going to accompany the deceased to
Washington. He had specific instructions, from the family, to
take a passenger, a young lady.
Sally was horrified; she did not want to ride in the hearse.
Refusing to go, she ran into the building, up the stairs, and
into the General's apartment where she immediately called her
parents.
After a few telephone calls, she was all set; she could fly
to Washington that evening.
Micha·e.l convinced the chauffeur to leave. He and Sally
saluted as the large black vehicle pulled away.
With tears in her eyes, Sally spent the day saying goodbye
to Michael.
"Do you really have to go?"
"I don't want to," she weeped, "but I have to." She took
Michael's hand, and sniffling, led him to her own bedroom. After
embracing for over an hour, they kissed with unusual passion.
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Michael was surprised by Sally's passion. He saw a funny
gleam in her eyes.
Seizing the opportunity, he lifted her light dress, and
swept his fingers beneath her lilac satin panties. He pressed his
hands forcibly against her fleshy cheeks.
She cried as she breathed, holding him tightly. Her
inexperienced hips began to writhe.
Michael gazed at her, questioning her mixed emotions.
She made no clear response, crying but leading him on,
closer and closer, until finally she unbuttoned his pants.
She sighed and giggled, but was absolutely silent the moment
that Michael entered her. She placed her hands on his back,
holding him as gently as she could. There was little pain
involved; she had grown up on horseback.
Michael kept both his hands on her rolling buttocks. He' came
quickly, but remained hard, exciting her until she squeezed him
furiously.
He pumped her, loosing all control.
Simultaneously, they arched in orgasmic ecstasy.
Exhausted and sore, Sally told Michael to stop. She started
to cry.
Michael tried to console her.
After showering, she tearfully packed her suitcase.
They shared a taxicab to the airport, where they parted with
shy airport kisses, vows of love, and promises to visit each
other as soon as possible.
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Michael took a taxicab home, and went straight to his
room. Bewildered, he thought about going to, "The Cave," to
listen to Salls saxophone.
He looked around his cluttered room, noticing, on his desk,
the letter containing the drug mescacillan.
Without hesitation, without thinking, he put the capsule of
white chemical powder on his tongue. It fizzled,

tingled, and

frothed.
He turned on the radio: "Delivery delays continue to cause
dangerous shortages throughout the north-east •••• "
He decided to go for an adventure walk in Central Park.
"What could be worse?" he asked himself, closely examining
the print of Sisyphus in the elevator. Dominique peered at him
through tired red eyes.
outside, the drug began to induce a noticeable effect; his
thoughts collided with one another.
He crossed Park Avenue looking carefully in both directions,
watching for predators as if he were an only cub,

in the deadly

jungle, separated from his protective pack.
Dangerous cars roared by. Screeching tiger-taxis, and fat
elephant-trucks stampeded towards the twin peaks of Mount Trade
Center •••• Karnak! Crockadile-bikers! Ring! Ring! Ring! Zebrapolicecars! Bowwowowow! Jungle-joggers! Jog! Jog! Jog! Slimy
sneaker-snakes slinking on Madison Avenue, and Fifth!
He jumped over the park wall, landing on the hard dusty
ground. The golden branches of brown barren trees framed the
twinkling green sky.
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He was at the Central Park Zoo.
The first cage contained beautiful multi-colored birds:
Blue-fronted and Yellow-headed Amazon Parrots, Hill Myna (gracula
religiosa), and a pair of fat grey Wood Ducks. The birds flew
playfully from branch to branch, leaving streams of animated
color in the air.
"Cockatoo! Cockatoo!" whistled Michael. "Tucon? Canary?"
The birds eyed him.
The second cage contained Aoudad, Barbary Sheep, with
ramlike horns. They curiously watched him pass.
"Sandy," the crazy white polar bear (thalarctos maritimus),
wandered wildly back and forth along the bars of his den, nosing
them closely.
"Insane!" thought Michael.
The California Sea-Lion (zelophus californianus) pool was
drained empty.
The gorilla (gorilla gorilla) sat disoriented, sedated,
hands grasping the thick iron bars of his cage. His face

I

expressed irreparable sadness.
The sign on his cage read:
NO LE DEN COMIDA
DO NOT FEED OR ANNOY ANIMALS
Michael. thought about the animals, in iron cages, in
Central Park, in the middle of the largest city, on the fresh
green breast of the New World.
"The malls!" he thought. "Hyatt! Hyatt! There're gardens in
the machine, and machines in the

garden!.~
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•• Aswan!"

He walked under the Delacorte Clock of chimes and animated
figures,

operated on the hour and half-hour, coming face to face

with large white letters painted on red wood:
CHILDREN'S ZOO
ADMISSION TO ALL 10¢
He walked north to the empty sailing pond. Crackling leaves
tumbled and turned on its dry cement bottom.
"Calloo! Callay! There's Alice!" he shouted.
He skipped towards the bronze statue, the Margarita
Delacorte Memorial, sculpted by Jose de Creeft, designed by
Fernando Texidor, landscaped by Hideo Sasaki, on which he had
climbed a thousand times before.
He sat on the large metal mushroom, next to a puppy-dog, in
Alice's lap. On one side of him stood the White Rabbit, stopwatch in hand. The Mad Hatter stood grinning on his other side.
The Cheshire cat, perched

coz~ly

in a stubby tree-trunk, hid

behind.
He jumped down to read an inscription set in the patio floor
encircling the famous statue:
"Twinckle, Twinckle Little Bat!
How I wonder what you're at!
Up above the world you fly,
Like a tea-tray in the sky."
••• and

the inscribed dedication:
"Alice in Wonderland"
In Memory of My Wife
Margarita Delacorte
Who Loved All Children
GTD
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He continued north passed Dog Hill, behind the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, spotting Cleopatra's Needle (originally from
Heliopolis, Egypt) pointing towards the sky_
He read from the obelisk's pedestal, "Translation of
Hieroglyphics:

1I

The Horus, Strong-Bull-Son-of-Ra, the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, User-maat-ra, chosen-of-Ra, he of the Two
Goddesses. Protector-of-Egypt-and-curber-of-foreing-lands,
the Son of Ra, Ramesses, Beloved-of-Amun, a valiant King
active with his arms in the presence of every land, the Lord
of the Two Lands, User-maat-ra, Chosen-of-Ra, Son of Ra,
Ramesses, Beloved-of-Amun, granted all life like Ra.
He walked around the perimeter of the Great Lawn, over the
bridle path on a paved wooden walking br{dge, to the Central Park
Reservoir Pumping Station, founded 1864, topped by a large round
Roman-numeralled clock.
IINew York City," he read from a torn pamphlet tacked on the
large green door, "is supplied with one-and-a-half billion
gallons every 'day, fed through six-thousand ,one-hundred miles of
pipeline, serving eight-hundred thousand commercial and
residential buildings. The Central Park Reservoir pumping Station
pumps forty million gallons a day to lower Manhattan. 1I
1I0

ne Way __ )" suggested a sign attached to the wire fence

surrounding the dry bed of cobble-stone. A jogger slid by,
running in the other direction.
Michael started to gallop, gazing across the large waterless
waterstorage facility.
He stopped at the next sign:
This Reservoir Contairi~
Your Drinking Water
Help Keep It Clean
Dept. of Water Supply, Gas, & Electricity
City of New York
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"Empty!" he yelled. "The reservoir is empty!"
The sun, falling fast beyond the brown branches of dying
trees, reflected off high building windows, painting the tall
city skyscrapers blazing orange.
Bird and planes soared high above.
"Birdplanesl" thought Michael.
He circled the empty waterworks, watching towering buildings
whirl above the trees in a burning vortex of wire, branch, stone,
and glass.
"Manchinel Manaturel Manology! Techfangledearth!"
Everything was spinning around, chaotically merging into the
ordered spirals of the Guggenheim Museum; he was heading home.
Hippo-busses trudged by. "Oompahpah! Oompahpah! Oompahl
Varooooommmpaaahhl"
The fumes come in the rear,
But riders do not mind,
They have not mind,
Th~y are Bozos on the bus,
And they never get off!
He crawled up the stairs to his apartment, and tip-toed into
his room.
Growling like a dog, pawing like a cat, in front of his
full-length mirror, flexing every muscle in his healthy youthful
body, he took off his clothes.
After a set of jumping-jacks, he jumped into bed.
"Sally Sal! Sally Sal! Sally Sal!" His hand rubbed up and
down over his groin. "Sally Sal! Sally Sal! Sally Sal! Sally
SaIl"
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Outside his window, barreled, cone-topped watertowers
pointed, like fueled rocketships on readied lauching-pads, to the
sky.
"Sally SaIl Sally Sal! Sally Sal!" Sheets of warmth covered
his groin: tides and waves,

spheres and beams, rings of white

heat. "Sally Sal! Sally Sal! Sally Sal! Sally Sal!"
Electro-chemical-gravitational-bio-physical-nuclear-magnetic
blasphemous carnal pleasure!

"Sally Sal! Sally Sal! Sally Sal!

Sally Sal!"
He heaved into the air and ••• the telephone rang.
Mechanically, he jumped out of bed to answer it.
"Hello!" he said.
"Michael, you sound out of breath, but I want you to do some
more running."
"Yoffi?"
"Did you listen to the news today?"
"No, I ••.• "
"They're stopping all intercontinental flights. You must
come now!"
"What? I'm ••• you're not making much sense."
"Do you understand what I'm saying? This is you're last
chance to get out of America before •••• "
"I can't gol What about •••• "
"We're leaving tonight! I ' l l see you at the orientation
meeting?"
"No,

I •••• "
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"Michael, don't forget so easily what you've learned! You
will die here. In Yisrael there is life."
"Tonight?"
"You will be trapped here, the planes are stopping tomorrow.
Remember who you are!"
"No, I can't. I have to •••• "
"Michael, do you want to remain alive?"
"It was so nice to see you again •••• When do you think that
you'll be back? Do you really have to leave tonight? I'm sorry
that you're leaving."
"MICHAEL!" yelled Yoffi. "HOW CAN I MAKE YOU TO UNDERSTAND?
I'M CRYING FOR YOU. PLEASE! PLEASE COME TO YISRAELl"
.. I ••• no ••• Yoffi ••• no •••• I don't feel well. I have to get
some sle~p. ByeS"
"Michael!"
"Shalom,Yoffi. Take care!" He hung up the telephone, and
went back to bed. Exhausted, he fell asleep.
In the morning, the spotted sun beamed beautiful yellow
light into his eyes. Renewed, and full of wonder, he wrote in his
notebook:
MESCACILLAN
Ah! The wily pulse that seeps,
In my endless brain it reapS1
And when the potent power's gone,
All the world is break of dawn!
He turned on the radio. The world was full of anarchy; all
international flights had been cancelled.
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THE FALL
Henry sat at his desk, his strained eyes on the glaring CRT
screen, and his hands on the computer keyboard. He was monitoring
the effects of "FEARSELL advertising" on sales of NUCLEAR BEER-.
During the Drought Emergency, he was going to do his best to
make sure that when things got back to normal, his clients'
products would have at least retained, if not absolutely gained,
in their respective market shares.
The first check that he made was on the world political
situation. He called the program, "STABILITY!" which gave him the
probability, over a specific length of time, of a change in
government personel, or government policiy, and significant
economic developments in any of the countries in which DE&O
carried out advertising operations.
The. trend was going from bad to worse; the drought was
causing riotous turmoil throughout the world. Everywhere,
industry was being forced to a halt.
Next, he called the program, "WAREHOUSE!"
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In the United States, by far DE&O's largest market,
especially for NUCLEAR BEER-, most warehouses where quickly
losing inventory.
He called the program, "FEARSELL!" which gave him the level
of fear commercially stimulated in the consumer audience. The
optimum level of fear needed in order to sell the maximum amount
of NUCLEAR BEER-, he knew, was extremely high.
He examined the complicated equations, charts, and graphs
calculating that the consuming public was exactly at the right
level of fear saturation; they were on the saddle point. Any less
FEARSELL, and they would consume less. Any more stimulated fear,
and likewise, they would consume less. Yet, he noted, sales were
plummeting.
Curiously, he typed, "AMBREWCO REPORTI"

*****************************************************************

»>

PRODUCTION CUT 75%

«<

The brewing of beer, a water intensive process, using, on
average, nine gallons of water to produce one gallon of beer, has
been heavily curtailed by the new Drought Guidelines. Armed
guards have -been hired by the American Brewing Company to protect
its own precious water supplies which are being stored in reserve
ponds, and in huge brewing tanks. NUCLEAR BEER- is being produced
in dwindling quantities. Most warehouse inventori~s are depleted
of the highly sort-after product, as are most supermarket
shelves.

*****************************************************************
"Damn!" he thought. "Damn the Drought Guidelinesl"
He typed, "TIME!"
!11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!

10:54 AM NEW YORK

7:54 AM LOS ANGELES

5:54 AM HONOLULU

1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!I!!!!!
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He had a load of work to complete before his lunch date with
Patricia Brooks.
He was studying his charts intently, when suddenly, to his
outrage, his CRT displayed rows of strange symbols, and then,
went completely blank.
He furiously started to type commands into the machine:
IIHOME RESET! CONTROL RETURN! COMMAND RETURN! MERGE SORT!
COMPUTERCENTER AUDIOVISUAL! DIRECTORY! FORMAT! STOP-CONTINUE!
WL#IRUY%O@HRAIKRYU*@!!!!!!II
Nothing happened.
'He called the computer control room on the regular telephone
to find out the situation. He was informed that the system was
down.
III know that!1I he yelled angrily into the phone.
He reminded the Chief Computer Engineer that DE&O would lose
over a million dollars every hour that DEOOS was down, and that
he~

the Chief Engineer, would lose his job if the problem were

not corrected promptly.
The Chief Engineer said that he would try to take care of
the problem himself; none of the regular staff engineers had
reported to work.
Henry slammed down the telephone receiver. He heard an
echoing murmur from behind his ears, imagining, on his CRT
screen:
(DO (MY NAME IS (HENRY DELOS}})
(DELOS = ME)
(STORE (DELOS,MEr)
(STOP)
(END (ME»
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When Pat entered his office, she watched Henry, who se.med
strangely preoccupied with his desktop computer. He was typing,
and muttering to himself. His forehead was covered with sweat.
"How can you, at a time like this, worry about your silly
old computer?" she asked.
Henry, startled, looked grimly at Pat. "It controls
everything. Without DEccS, this company would fall apart like a
headless chicken."
"But the drought is not getting any better. How can you work
while the rest of the world is falling apart?"
"People are staying at home. More people are watching our
FEARS ELL commercials than ever before; we should be doing great.
Damn this drought!"
"How are things otherwise?" she asked. Her lover seemed

~o

be on the verge of a nervous breakdown.
"Please don't bother me until I

get this matter straightened

out!"
He called the control room, speaking at length, in
sophisticated technical terms, with the Chief Engineer.
\

Together, they tried to get DEccS back up, but they could
not get it functioning properly; strange symbols continued to
clog the display screen.
"Henry!" exclaimed Pat.
He did not acknowledge her.
"Henry!" she repeated.
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He continued to figit with his machine.

I

Impatient and frustrated, Pat slammed her hand down on the
top of Henry's CRT. It cracked, sending a small puff of blue
smoke up into the air. She put her hands to her mouth; she had
not meant to hit it so hard.
Instantly, Henry's open hand went out, slapping her across
the face,

sending her crashing onto the floor.

They examined each other questioningly.
Pat, with tears in her eyes, stood up, grabbed her coat, and
left the office.
Henry picked up the telephone, and commanded the company
repair service to send up a new CRT immediately.
"Why did Pat hit me?" he confusedly reflected. "Damn this
drought!" He turned to his computer. "What's the problem?" he
asked himself. "It's a malfunction on the operating system level.
Software or hardware? It's an arbitrary distinction in
interfacing multiplex routines. Debug it! Bug it! Damn woman!
I've had enough •••• I have to get DEOOS back up!"
The lights in the office oscillated, and went off.
He picked up the telephone; there was no dial tone.
"Blackout!" he thought. "Generators down ••• temporary
problem •••• "
"Maybe I can catch Pat," he wondered. "No reason to stay
here!"
With knots in his stomach., he left his office, walked down
eighteen flights of stairs, and headed towards Central Park
South. He wanted to apologize to Pat.
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Crowds of people were in the streets with box radios
blaring: "This just in •••• A large fire has damaged the main power
lines serving the metropolitan area. Fire-fighters are trying
their best to put out the blaze with limited water supplies.
Other fires in the tri-state area seem to be spreading freely.
All citizens are warned to be extra careful about preventing
fires. We will keep you informed as news develops. Our own
emergency generators are supplying us with •••• "
Sirens whined in the distance.
Henry walked by a public-school where lines of children were
filing hurriedly into the street.
"Emergency!" he heard from a hand-held portable amplifier,
"Everyone out! This is not a drill! Everyone go home! Be careful!
And don't panic!"
"No more water!" he realized. "No more flow! Evaporatio~!
Dehydration! Desiccation! Dry bed! Dry-spell! Torrefaction, and
dipsosis! Arid, sapless, stale, and scorched! No more water!
Waterless! Drink Coke! Coca-cola, coca-cola, Coca-cola! It's the
real •••• "
Commercial poetry ran through his central processing unit:
We're on America ••••
We try ••••
Your kind of ••••
Finger lick·n ••••
When you're having more than ••••
What you're hoping to ••••
You're out of ••••
Fly the skies ••••
In the back of your ••••
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I'd like to teach the world ••• ~
Good to the last ••••
"I hit Pat," he recollected as he ran through the chaos in
the streets. "Pat hit ••• my CRT ••• cracked ••• my microprocessing
brain ••• cracked ••• my integrated circuits! The system is dead!
DEOOS is down! Back-up! Recall! Maintenance! Fix or flee?"
He ran, suddenly thinking about his family. "Why aren't we
all together? We should be together during this Drought
Emergency."
But he ran towards Patricia Brooks.
"Pat," he thought. "Wet, moist, damp, misty, dewy, and
dilute! Body of Brooks!" he pictured. "Sweat, saliva, scum, and
,

mucus oil!"
He ran on cement pavement, through crowds, under steel
towers. His knees felt week.
The chaos was escalating; people were going crazy. The city
was turning into a savage jungle.
Central Park was brown and withered.
On Central Park South, long black limousines were parked
three rows deep. Their drivers were trying, carefully
maneuvering, to come and go. Two cars bumped and stalled,
blocking off half the street.
A few pin-striped bankers stood in front of the New York
Athletic Club.
"Fight or flight?" He had no time to ponder. "Survive!"
He ran as fast as he could.
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Groups of tough-looking spanish-speaking people hung
together with portable radios simultaneously announcing:
"Emergency! Emergency! Emergency! Everyone is to stay at home! Do
not panicl ••• No hay nada hacer!"
Sirens were screaming as if to announce an air-raid. Noxious
smoke was in the air.
Henry entered Pat's building, breathlessly climbing up,
twenty-one flights of stairs. He apologized for slapping her.
"I'm so glad that your here.

I was terrified coming home;

it's horrifying! What are we going to do? No more water ••• I only
have a drop left in the tub!"
"Try to use as little as possible! And lock the doors
securely! I have to make some calls."
Henry picked up the telephone. There was still no dial tone.
"Shit!" He wanted to reach Nancy. "I didn't expect this to
happen so fast. Yesterday, things were relatively calm. It's
crazy out there •••• Everyone has suddenly gone mad!"
"There's no more water," said Pat. "I heard it on the radio.
A lot of people just don't have water today; the delivery trucks
were hijacked before they got to the city. People are even
fighting upstate at the reservoirs ••• survivalists with rifles.
Troops were called in to help, but some of them decided to fight
for themselves! What are we going to do? We'll dehydrate!"
"Maybe we shouldn't talk so much; we lose a lot of moisture
through our breath," he said wryly.
"I have some canned foods, wine,
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and soda •••• "

"That's good! We can live on that for a while." Henry again
thought about his family. "What if they're in trouble? I better
leave Pat's apartment now," he figured.

"I might not be able to

later." He wanted to be with Nancy, Michael, and Diana. "Why did
I com. here in the first place?"
"I'm leaving," he said. "I'm going home before it's too
late!"
Pat, horrified, yelled, "No! Please stay here! What am I
going to do? I can't stay here alone. Your son is there to take
care of your •••• Don't leave me alone!" She embraced Henry, and
shivered.
He could not leave Pat alone, but he wanted to be with his
family.
"I have to go!"
"Stay for a while!" she begged. "Please don't go!"
He held her tightly. "O.K ••• for a while!"
"Thank you," sha whispered.
They gazed out the window at the bloodbath developing below.
Thick black smoke was rising on the other side of the park.
They listened to catastrophic reports on the radio. The
world was dying, drying, burning, and fighting. There was no
relief anywhere.
For a while the electricity turned back on.
They watched satellite transmissions on the mothbox, from
all around the world: people dead in the streets, bodies floating
in polluted rivers, fires burning out of control, parched
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farmland, creeping deserts, dried lake-beds, and piles of
skeletons of dead domesticated animals.
There was no chance of survival without drinking-water.
The announcer repeatedly admonished against drinking
polluted water; there was a terrible threat of widespread
epidemic. He described the fatal pains of people who had already
imbibed poisoned waters.
"Stay at home!" he warned.
The electricity blinked off and on for minutes at a time.
Henry tried using the telephone. He got a dial tone. He
called Nancy.
"Hello?"
"Henry! Where are yoti? Are you all right?"
"I'm fine. Are you and Michael C.K? Any word from Diana?"
"We're fine here. We've stored up lots of canned foods" and
the tubs are full of water. The doormen, and Dominique, are
guarding the building like angels. Michael is taking good care of
me. Ch, it's

horrible!.~.I'm

so worried about Dan and Diana. I've

seen pictures of the countryside •••• Lt's so horrible!"
"I'm worried too, but don't panic; we'll all make it
through!"
"Where are you?"
.. lim ...... he said with difficulty. "I'm at Pat's. She's
alone. I'll try to get home as soon as possible."
"Don't jeopardize yourself unnecessarily!"
"I want to be with you and Michael. I'll try to come soon."
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"We'll be O.K. Please be careful! Don't go outside!" Michael
yelled on the line. "The people in the streets are crazy. They're
killing each other. They're insane!"
"Take care!"
"You too!"
"Bye!"
"Bye!"
The electricity, and the telephone, went off again. The
radio reported that the main power generating stations had
shorted, and were burning uncontrollably.
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HOMEWARD BOUND
On the first day of their hike, Dan and Diana drank most of
the water that they carried. Although they had walked over many
dry stream beds, they, nevertheless, expected to find plenti of
water as soon as they got out of the valley.
They hiked through the parched woods searching for the old
logging trail. A warm breeze discomforted them with dry mouths,
chapped lips, and unending thirst.
At worst, they thought, they would arrive in town thirsty_
They would get watered, have a few beers, and take the next bus
to New York City.
As they hiked onwards, the woods turned noticeably browner.
At first,

they had expected to see summer life again, but then

they realized that all the leaves were down. The autumnlike
situation was worse outside the valley.
The first day of the hike seemed to drag out endlessly. The
repetitive crunch of leaves beneath their feet became annoying_
They smoked joint after joint, finally feeling lost, and having
to stop for the night.
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They found the logging trail early the next morning. It was
paved with brown leaves.
Excitedly, Dan thought about movie theaters, concerts, and
gourmet foods.
Diana said, "I c~n't wait to see m~ mother's expression when
we walk in the door •••• She'll be doubly surprised." She pointed
to her belly. "Poor Bummer!"
"He's probably back at the cabin wondering where we are."
"He'll be fine. He grew accustomed to country living."
"Bummmer!" yelled Diana, still hoping that the dog would
miraculously jump out from under a pile of leaves., She turned to
Dan. "I can't wait to see Michael ••• he's going to be an uncle."
"I can't wait to see Sal at The Cave, duduludu that sax! •••
Why is it so fucken dry?" he yelled, kicking at a thick blanket
of leaves covering the road.
A shot exploded in the distance.
The warmth in Diana's belly turned to a tingling chill. "Did
you hear that?"
"I'm not deaf."
They took a few slow steps.
A series of shots exploded. They heard screams, and then,
more blasting shots. They stood motionless. For minutes all was
silent. Then, the breeze grew strong enough to lift and rustle
the leaves.
Dan doffed his back-pack, and untied his rifle. He heard
more shots and yells. Diana tried to pull him off the road,
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into

the woods, but the barren trees afforded little cover in which to
hide.
Dan could see people running up the road. They were being
shot at.
He stood steadily by a large tree. He thought that he saw
someone get hit, but he could not be sure. He ran to Diana.
"Let's get out of here! I don't think that we should confront
this if we can avoid it."
They scurried into the dry brush, moving perpendicular to
the logging road. They ran until, coughing, they were out of
breath. They finished what little water they had.
"What the hell do you think is happening?" asked Dan
rhetorically. "This is crazy!"
"Maybe we missed the latest war."
"Maybe, shit! We

~an't

stay here; we don't have anything to

drink."
"Ssshhhhh!"
Frightened, they stood quietly still. They heard footsteps.
Dan whispered, "It's just the leaves."
They found a large oak to sit under. They waited, but the
commotion did not end. Shots seemed to be exploding in every
direction, not only from

nea~

the road.

Finally, they decided to move. They could not possibly spend
another night in the dry woods.
They bushwacked through the woods, parallel to the old
logging road, until they came upon the bloody body of a dying
man.
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Diana, nauseated, kept her distance.

I,

Dan approached the groaning man carefully. He wore blue
checkered slacks, and a short-sleeve buttoned down shirt. His
black shoes were of a common business style. A clump of leaves
stuck to the blood on his wounds.
"Don't kill me! Don't kill me!" moaned the delirious man as
he heard Dan's approaching footsteps.

"Don~t

kill me! Don't kill

mel I don't have any •••• "
"I'll help you," siad Dan, crouching over the badly wounded
fellow.

"What's going on? Who did this to you?"

The man was silent.
"Why are they chasing you? Did you steal something? Who did
this?"
The casualty trembled convulsively, and bled profusely.
"Don't kill me!" he strained to say with his last breath.
There was nothing that Dan could do.
The trembling stopped.
Dan, shaken, walked back to Diana who was crying. He
shrugged his shoulders. "He couldn't tell me a thing."
Diana's crying became louder.
"Come on!" said Dan. He took Diana by the hand and started
to walk.
They carefully navigated through the woods in the direction
of the nearest town, a few miles away. They heard more explosive
shots, and running footsteps.

They walked as fast as they could.
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A loud explosion sent Diana to the ground. She threw her
arms forward to brace her fall.

She turned to Dan, screamed, and

fainted.
Dan dropped his pack, and fell to the ground, clutching the
mess of muscle and ligaments that had been his shoulder moments
before. He did not hear the person running towards him. He saw a
bright flash as he felt the numbing pressure wave, the expanding
mass of shotgun pellet, pass through his back.
When Diana awoke, it was dark night. She could hardly move.
Her clothes were ripped, and her provisions were gone. She felt
weak, and sore. There was a tremendous poundinq pain in her
head.
Semiconscious, she limped towards Dan. He was dead. She
moaned, and fell backwards, unconscious, onto a bed of stale
bloodstained leaves.
She awoke again the next day. Lost, and painfully bruised,
she wandered aimlessLy, in the woods, for hours, without food or
water. Every once in a while, she heard shots explode in the
distance.
She slept,

an~

walked, in pain and fear, for two days,

until, close to death, she saw the rocky cliffs in the upper part
of the valley. She recognized the woods in the area. Black smoke
was rising from across a smoldering field. The cabin had been
burned, reduced to an ashy heap.
Exhausted, she sat and watched the rolling smoke rise over
the mountains. She felt a calming warmth in her stomach. She had
lost her capacity to think.
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She followed a dry stream bed up towards the bare-faced
rocky cliff, to a ledge where water used to fall from a cave into
a mossy grotto. She climbed the dry mossy rocks to the ledge,
entered the cave, and, instinctively, went to sleep_
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STOLEN WATERS
Pat and Henry had nothing left to drink: no water, soda,
beer, or wine. They could either remain in the apartment, or go
out into the street to fight and steal.
Pat was in a panic. "I have to get something to drink!"
"There's nothing we can do." Henry, feverish,

sat with his

throbbing head in his hands.
He was jolted from his painful contemplations by the sound
of a slamming door. "Pat!" he yelled. He ran to the door only to
hear Pat's footsteps fa~ing down the staircase. "Pat, stop! Where
are you going? Pat!"
She did not respond.
Henry, weakened from lack of fluids, paused, then ran down
the staircase after her. The nauseating stench of feces, thick in
the air, slapped his nose.
He saw Pat at the end of the block. Straining his voice,
cracking his vocal chords, he yelled, "Pat, come back!"
She headed west towards the river.
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Gusts of heavy smoke stung his eyes, and glazed his throat,
as he ran after her. "Pat!" said the whisper in his ears. He had
an uncontrollable thirst.
He tripped over a body lying in the street. He noticed all
the hunchbacked people: moaning, groaning, ratlike, ragged,
wrestling with each other, crying, clenching their knotted
stomachs. Torn bodies littered the streets.
"Pat!" he yelled, but he could not see her among the crowd
of desperate people who had gathered on the old wooden piers
jutting out over the poisoned Hudson River.
Thousands of people crowded the river's edge'. They were
climbing down ladders, lowering buckets, jumping, or being pushed
into the polluted water. Bodies bobbed, like lily pads, in the
shallow waves.
Pat, only a few yards from Henry, grabbed a bucket away,from
a man who was about to take a drink. She swallowed the polluted
water, spilling most of it over her face and chest.
The man tugged at his bucket, pushing Pat to the ground, and
fell on top of her. He started to beat her.
Henry heard Pat's screams. He pushed through the crowd,
spotting her wrestling on the floor of the wet pier. He grabbed
the vaguely familiar-looking assailant, and was thrown backwardS,
landing on a loose shaft of wood. He picked up the cudgel, and
swiped Sal Singer over the head.
Sal, stunned, grabbed Henry in a fierce bear hug, and
started walking.
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Henry felt himself being carried towards the edge of the
pier. He fell,

I

t

slapping the river's surface, submerging under

the irritating murky water. Something smashed him on the head.
Unconscious, he choked.
Pat felt a sharp pain in her stomach. She vomitted the
stolen poisoned water. She tried to get up; people were stepping
allover her. "Help!" she cried. "Help me!" But she was trampled
flat against the pier, and thrown into the river with the
rest ••••
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SELF-SACRIFICE
Michael and Nancy spent their days, during the severe
crisis, reading, telling stories, and sleeping as much as
possible. They used their tub full of water sparingly. And
although they had closets full of canned foods,

soda, and juice,

they drank, and ate, restrictedly, fasting most of the time.
Michael, with the General's old pistol, helped guard the
building from intruders.
Nancy continually took her pills to keep from getting too
nervous. She wondered about Henry. She doubted that she would
ever see him again.
Dominique consoled her. He told many interesting stories,
and a seemingly endless supply of whiskey. He made Michael laugh,
and Nancy smile. He sang his old drinking songs for them:
Chevaliers de
Goutons boire
s'il est
S'il est
Goutons boire

la table ronde
s'il le vin est bon
bon oui oui oui
bon non non non
s'il le vin est bon

Le matin apres toute la soiree
Je ma tete au-dessous le robinet
Je ma tete oui oui oui
Je ma tete non non non
Je ma tete au-dessous le robinet
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He sat in the elevator, and sang until the early hours of
the morning.
Together, they watched the chaos spread, and the city burn.
Terror followed horror. People fought in the streets, ransacked
stores, and broke into every unprotected apartment building.
After a few days, Nancy'started to lose hope. She shook from
weakness, fear, and desperation. She shockingly realized that
everyone was going to die. She figured,

though, that if she were

gone, Michael would have more food and water, and hence, a better
chance to survive through the drought.
One night, while Michael was asleep, she swallowed a handful
of pills, and went to see Dominique. In her ~and she carried the
General's pistol.
The elevator stopped between floors.

Dominique and Nancy

hugged each other goodbye.
Early in the morning, Michael woke up coughing. He had been
dreaming about a dark nuclear mushroom cloud rising over a
devastated Jerusalem. He sat up in a cloud of thick black smoke.
He ran, choking, to his mother's empty

roo~.

gone," he thought. He ran out the front door,

"She's already

into the hallway.

Flames shot up the staircase.
He rang for the elevator.
Smoke seeped from under the heavy metal door. Michael
touched the door, burning his hand. Flames engulfed the elevator
shaft.
He ran back into the smoky apartment, and opened a window.
Smoke poured out. He yelled for help, but choked on the
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overpowering fumes. His throat and lungs were seared by thick hot
soot.
He thought about jumping, when suddenly, a loud crash sent
him to his knees. "Jerusalem!" he thought. "Save me Jerusalem!"
He was caught in a swirl of rising flames.
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EPIPHANYLOGUE
Dark rain clouds gathered over Jerusalem, engulfing the
ancient city.
Yoffi Hacham sat on the soft sand by the bank of the Dead
Sea, the sea of eternal life. Behind him lay Jericho, and the
rolling hills of the Judean Desert, leading up to Jerusalem,
where the cornerstone of the Third Temple had just been laid.
Yoffi was reciting a prayer. He spoke aloud:
For thou art the Lord our God who causest the wind to
blow and the rain to descend. Amen
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